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The Image of Fairfield

Inside
this week

RTM election nears
John Griffith
Assistant News Editor
In the upcoming election,
nine candidates are running for
the five spots in the district four
RTM election. Five candidates
have direct ties to Fairfield University.
Four students, Republicans;
Jerry Schlichting '00 and Chad
Peddicord '99, and Democrats;
Domenic Paniccia '98 and
Michael Franz '99 are running
along with Henry Humphreys,
Director of Residence Life; now
who is up for reelection. This
election marks the first time students will run on opposite tickets.
The election for Representative Town Meeting, or RTM, will
be held on Nov.4. RTM is the
legislative body in town government that is responsible for enacting ordinances and has the final
approval over town spending.
Much of this legislation directly affects students at
Fairfield University. RTM is
responsible for the town ordinance which limits the number
of unrelated people living
under one roof to four, as well
as the town ordinance which
stipulates that all parties must
end by 11 p.m.
Fairfield is a town divided

into ten voting districts. Each
voting district gets five representatives on the RTM.
Fairfield University is situated
in district four, and the student
beach area is in district ten.
There have been questions
raised across the campus as to
why the students do not combine forces and run as a fourman unit to strengthen the
voice of Fairfield University
on the RTM. District four has
never had more than three student representatives on the
RTM.
"We have not coordinated
our efforts with Paniccia and
Franz. Decisions we would
have to make as RTM extends
far beyond the walls of campus. "If all four run together
we cannot fairly represent
those constituents who are not
on campus," Schlichting said.
Franz, a democratic candidate, does not believe that town
residents wouldreactnegatively
if four candidates from the university winnextTuesday. "The
fact that we are students won't
be exclusive to how we operate
on RTM," Franz said. "We are
an integral part of the community. It is very, very important
to have representation on the
RTM," he said.

Fullbrights
fellowships
announced
Mike Franz

Domenic Pannicia

Thinking about giving
your professor an apple? Think
again. Fairfield students say that
the apples you find in the cafeteria
may actually be coming from
"Quad Orchards," that is, the Quad.
Sodexho workers have
been spotted picking apples from
the tree behind Loyola Hall,
which has led students to question the origin of the apples
served in the cafeteria.
Even security officers
were spotted picking apples last
week in the Quad. One officer
stood on a ladder, while the other
held open the bag to collect the
apples.
"We're not picking
them off the trees," James

Vecello, a manager for
Sodexho, said. He added that if
Sodexho workers have been
seen picking apples off of the
tree behind Loyola, that the
apples were not for use by

A male student declares
himself, seep.5

Jerry Schlichting

Republican candidate Peddicord urges students to vote
in next week's election. "It's
important that students vote
because RTM deals with the
students," he said. "We are a
part of district four. We should
have a say in what goes on."
"All four candidates are
qualified. I hope that students
go out and vote," Democratic
candidate Domenic Paniccia

was a fluke and not the standard apple found in the cafeteria. But moments after Loman
denied that the apple quality
was poor, 10 mushy, hole-ridden, bruised apples were taken

"I didn't come to school
to eat off the farm."
Sodexho.
Another Sodexho
manager, Johanna Loman
agreed: "They're not from the
Quad," said Loman.
When a student
showed a dented, cut apple to
Loman, she said that the apple

McFadden & Chepaitis
receive, see p.3

Male feminist?

Chad Peddicord
photos: Mirror archives

said. "A way that students will
get representation is if they vote
for any of the four candidates,"
he said.
Students can vote for all of
the student candidates in
Tuesday's election because voters, are allowed to vote for five
candidates. A shuttle, sponsored
by FUSA will transport students
to and from the polling station on
Nov. 4.

When did the Quad become an orchard?
Kristen Sullivan
A &EEditor
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from the fruit basket in the cafeteria.
Students have noticed
the increased amount of apple
products in the cafeteria as well.
These include the stuffing in
the special dinner chicken,
apple cobbler, apple turnovers

and the Fairfield punch, which
contains apple extracts.
Sean Sullivan '98, a
former orchard employee, said
that the apple trees in the Quad
are not maintained, which results
in a poor apple harvest.
"When you have trees in
an orchard, the trees are main-,
tained and sprayed for bugs. The
trees in the Quad are not maintained like an orchard and that
means lousy apple quality,"
Sullivan said.
Students
question
whether or not they are receiving
the highest quality fruit and wonder why they may be eating fruit
from the school grounds, when
their tuition covers the purchase
of quality foods.
"I didn't come to school

Continued on page 3

Go costume
crazy! Halloween is here!
Get your costume ready,
seep. 7

Where's the
bus?
Staff writer address
the unreliable shuttle
system, seep. 9

Estrada
defends the
library
A response to the
attacks, see p. 11

The perfect
bagel?
Find out what Melvyn
and Elmo have to offer,
see p. 14

See how you
can have a
Capital
experience
Find out about it,
seep. 15

Read all
about Page
Page Driscoll
interviewed, seep. 17
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Campus Beat
John Griffith
Assistant News Editor'
Oct. 17
-11:08 p.m.-A fire door in Kotska was damaged. A carpenter was called
and the door was fixed.
Oct. 18
-1:11 a.m.-An assault was reported in Jogues. A student punched another
student. The injured student was taken to the Health Center and then transported
to the emergency room at Bridgeport Hospital.
-2:07 a.m.-A bong and marijuana seeds were confiscated in Jogues. The
incident was sent to judicial.
Oct. 19
-2:58 a.m.-Security was called to the 5 block of th'e townhouses when nonstudents refused to leave a party.
Oct. 20
-2:42 p.m.-A student in Dolan reported harassing phone calls. The person
was identified and the incident was sent to judicial.
Oct. 22
-10:30 a.m.-The VCR in the first floor study lounge in Jogues was stolen.
Oct. 23
-5:00 a.m.-A non-student was found in the Mezz using the computer to
gain access to the internet. He was issued a criminal trespassing warrant and
escorted off of campus.
-3:00 p.m.-A Gonzaga female reported that her Victoria Secret underwear
was stolen from the laundry room.

Town Beat
Maura Parsons
News Editor
A female student and a male student were arrested at Eli's Place on Oct. 18 at
12:55 a.m. for falsifying their ages in order to obtain alcoholic beverages. The students,
both 19, attempted to exit the bar through a back door when they were discovered by
police.
A Fairfield Beach Road resident contacted police on Oct. 17 after discovering
that a lab-top computer and printer were missing from the residence. Fairfield police
responded and filed a stolen property report.
A food drive to benefit Operation Hope will take place at all Fairfield polling
stations on Nov. 4. Students that are registered to vote in Fairfield are asked to bring nonperishable foods with them and place them in the marked collection boxes.

Classifieds
EARN $750-$15007WEEK
Raise all the money your group needs by sponsoring a VISA Fundraiser on your
campus. No investment & very little time needed. There's no obligation, so why not
call for information today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95

*** EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH!***
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips &
travel free! Highly motivated students can earn a free trip & over $10,000!
Choose Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! North America's largest
student tour operator! Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

*** Spring Break.... "Take 2"***
Hiring Reps! Sell 15... Take 2 Free. Hottest Destinations! Free Parties, Eats, Drinks,
SunSplash l-800-426-7710www.sunsplashtours.com

RELIABLE SPRING BREAK TOURS
Bahamas, Cancun, & Ski Trips! FREE FOOD & FREE DRINKS! Sign Up before
Nov.30. Organize a group - travel free. Call for details and free brochure. Call 1(888)
SPRING BREAK today!

CHEERS
to the BFNH for letting juniors come
to their house.... to TH 85 & 83 "for
awesome homemade soup and grilled
cheese.... to guidance x2.... to after dinner
mints... to the would have been best party
on the beach... to C-Dang, welcome to
the back row..,, to being able to make a
basketball players life hell.... to our sophomore bartenders Mike, Brian, and Fitz...
to the fearless hostesses at third hump....
to Clay - love C & A.... to Michael J.
Fox.... to longtime leebe... .to mix it up
mango... to the pumpkin prince... to the
girl who knew it ws only a hookup & still
hooked up... to having random people
bring random kegs at your housei.. to a
great Harvest date.... to shawshank... to
"the wedge".... to Nicole and Veronica great job.... to operation: wall.... to a
bottle of wine& mac and cheese on a
Tuesday.... to visiting.... to trailor parks...
to TH153... to Kostka 1, for being so
cool...to men who cost $2.80....to finally
taking shower... to loving Mom and Dad
but not living with them... to the
doughboy.... to Katie, the best RA.... to
Happy land & it's red light district.... to
stillettoes coming back in style... to truck
drivers... to royally failing at bombing....
to skippy parties with Liz... to rockin
dance parties in "Rm. 112, where the
players dwell".... to Philly flip cups... to
the dude who got with the cute, shorthaired girl from Boston who has a boyfriend... to Happy 21st Baby... to "best
firend" birhtday surprises... to C & J on
Nov. 4th... to PIC - Gavin to Britt happy 21 st we love you Baldo and Stew...
to Apple Pie at TH12... to Bruce and his
brilliant disguise.... to Fozzie Bear, thanks
for always going the extra mile...to getting the birthday girl flying drunk at the
Grape by 7 p.m.... to the Friday night
party at Th 16...to the Bongo Queen "Dude you gotta feel the music"...to being drunk at Harvest and not getting
caught to having a great timc.to dancing all night...to Sean's shaved head....to
"if he doesn't want me, he's gay"....to
dropping pointless classes....to investigating the apple crisis to Pitucco-thanks
for listening....to the half-shirt bad ass
posse...to entertaining a sick friend...to
like a virgin...to the freshman 8...to guys
who hold doors...to the Luck o' Irish...to
Old Navy...to getting packages from
home...to the tennis girls for winning the
MAACs for the 6th year in a row...to
teddy bears and winnie the pooh....to the
frie...to Nando- stay sweet, stay cool,
lo ve y a!... to approaching thegoalof20in
our year of concerts...to FINALLY getting a beach house for next year...to a
candy corn high...to ticketmaster coupons...to Toby: agenu'ine guy...to MetroNorth, we've memorized the number and
train schedule...to Kiss the Girls...to the
girls soccer team...to knowing NYC like
the back of your hand...to Womens
Crew...to the new Dave Matthews CD...

BOOS
to kegs denting your trunk... to the
mess he left.... to the zoo... to boyfriends
who don't bring you flowers... to boys
who don't know what they want... to
sophomore jerk basketball players who
wreck your house.... to the wanna be
hardcore sophomores... to falling down
the stairs and bruising your butt and breaking your shoe... to farting in the mezz.... to
roommates that are really missed.... to
egotistical contractors.... to seeing your
ex with someone else... to being a travesty
of fashion... to 72 hours without sleep... to
having a malfunctioning laundry card for
over a month... to life has absolutely not
gotten any easier; in fact it's gotten a lot
harder... to evil lab sneaker stealing punks
(don't worry & we'll find you - we can all
smell you)... to not enough sleep and too
much stress... to too much of suicide hour
on the radio... to claiming you live in
Happy lands' when you don't... to doobie
the wonder penguin... to professors who
utterly lack understanding and sympathy... to university service vehicles who
get in the way.... to my PIC, where are
you.... to not having enough time....to
Hector-the Busdriver from Hell....to ladies only on the speakers... to the rat in
front of the hotel... to no you can' t borrow
my sweater...to loony-toon... to getting
screwed over by the system.. .to the "man"
surprising us... to RAs hooking up with
your residents....to midterms...to
lethargy...to not being motivated...to cryingalot... to the friendly sandwich lady... to
a dismal outlook...to people who are
oblivious...to the LSATs...to the MCATs
and any other standardized tests...to the
cereal in Sodexho...to cocunut toppings
on brownies...to hicks, hilbillies and their
kinfolk...to popping your strawberry...to
the red-headed idiot at TH 16...to the exDolan girl for losing her virginity to
HIM to working all weekend to getting a frosh- stalker:....to fuzzy
pumpkins...to the idiot who kept playing
music at the pickle.. .to sophomore girls.. .to
people who think they are "together"...to
guys who want to be friends...to
catfights. ..to doors slamming.. .to not having a major...to the core classes...to guys
in wife-beater shirts...to someone for
keep on calling us to always being
hungry. ..to complete strangers eavesdropping on your conversations...to always
searching for a concert outfit...to the bus
driver from hell...to "ladies only"on the
speakers...to the rat in front of the hotel...to
not being able to swear: fudge...to having
to wait for flim developing.. .to the girl not
picking up on the hints...to the tall guy
obstructing our view of someone at the
Roseland. ..to the live shows for not taking
my request...to the old people who prevented us from getting Jane's Addiction
tickets...to being here really late...to computers., to terrible articles... to not having
enough boos....

Cheers & Boos are due by
Sunday night at 6 p.m.
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Fulbrights awarded to two faculty members
Dana Ambrosini
Staff Writer
Dr. David W. McFadden and Dr.
Elia Chepaitis have recently been named
recipients of Fulbright Fellowships. The
two Fairfield faculty members will spend
next semester teaching and conducting
research in Russia.
McFadden, director of Fairfield's
Russian and East European Studies program and associate professor of the history department, received a Fulbright to
teach at Herzen State Pedagogical University in St. Petersburg, Russia.
McFadden said that he is looking forward to-the opportunity to increase his
knowledge about Russia and broaden
his links while at Herzen.
He expressed excitement about what
McFadden considers the "triple benefit" of teaching in Russia: Herzen
University will receive the expertise he
has to offer students, McFadden will
learn more about Russia and this will
enhance the Russian studies program
at Fairfield, and the increased contact
will further connect Fairfield and Russia and encourage cultural exchange
programs.
"The more students learn about these
opportunities, the more applications
there will be for study abroad and
Fulbrights and the better known Fairfield
will be," McFadden said.
Besides teaching American Studies
at Herzen, McFadden will continue to
research his forthcoming book, "The
Politics of Relief: Quakers in Soviet
Russia, 1917-1931." The book will
concentrate on American relief efforts

during the Russian famine of the 1920s.
Dr. McFadden also intends to collect as many photographs and slides as

"The more students learn
about these opportunities, the
more applications there will
be for study abroad and
Fulbrights and the better
known Fairfield will be."
possible to assist him in developing a
new course at Fairfield entitled "St.
Petersburg in Russian History." The
new course, already approved by the
university, will focus on the artistic and
cultural heritage of St. Petersburg. The
course will be listed as both a history
course and an international studies
course.
Dr. Elia Chepaitis, associate professor of information systems, has received
her third Fulbright grant and will teach

—,

The Health Center
gets a new look
Mike Leveriza
Contributing Writer
Over the past six weeks, the
Health Center has been undergoing
a series of renovations and is in the
final steps of being completed. The
Health Center has not received any
renovations or improvements since
it opened in Doian Hall in 1991.
The main focus of the renovation is the waiting room. Previously, the waiting room offered very
few chairs for patients to sit. In
response to this problem, the Health
Center opted to expand the waiting
room to accommodate a greater
number of people. A new rack has
been added in the waiting room with
medical pamphlets pertaining to individual ailments. New carpeting
has also been added. Along with
these changes, a new outside entrance

at Taganrog State University. Chepaitis
was previously awarded Fulbrights to
both Siberia and Morocco. Taganrog,

has also been constructed.
The parking situation was
also a cause for concern. The parking
lot outside of the Health Center is
very small and there was not enough
room to accommodate the people that
used the facility. Although the parking lot is still the same size, it has been
reconfigured. Now, the parking lot
maximizes the available space and
will be able to contain more cars. The
parking lot at the Health Center was
also reconfigured.
In an effort to spread news
about the Health Center, the Health
Center will circulate fliers about their
physicians and staff and will include
pictures and credentials. A newsletter also comes out once a month and
addresses relevant topics as well as
changes in the Health Center.

like Siberia, is what Chepaitis terms as
a "more remote" location for research.
Chepaitis admits that Taganrog is
not a typical place for a Fulbright
scholar. Yet, she is particularly interested in the historical and current significance of Taganrog as a trade center
for different ethnic groups.
She regardsher upcoming visit to
Taganrog as a tremendous opportunity
to help Russians develop service economies, markets, and quality products.

Chepaitis believes that her knowledge of
information systems will benefit the
people of Taganrog at a time when the
country is beginning to adapt to capitalism.
"It's [Russia] changing all of the time
and I want to go there as much as possible," Chepaitis said.
Chepaitis, who has visited Russia
many times and taught there previously,
said that she recognized a recent change
in the Russian students that she has instructed. According to Chepaitis, the
students used to question the necessity of
business skills such as marketing, they
now question how they can be better at it.
"They don't know all the answers, but
they know the important questions," she
said.
Chepaitis developed a way to bring
Fairfield's influence to her Russian students. In her past teaching experiences in
Russia, she used projects and case studies
done by Fairfield students in her Russian
classrooms. Chepaitis found that on previous visits, that the Russian students
were impressed with Fairfield students
work. She will continue to use this method
next semester in Taganrog.
Fulbright fellowships are prestigious
awards granted by Congress and given to
only a select few students and faculty
applicants for overseas research.
Fulbrights originated in the Kennedy administration as an incentive for Americans to become more acquainted with and
connected to other countries.

Rotten Apples
cont. from page 1
to eat off the farm. If I had wanted to eat
off the farm, I would have gone to school
upstate in New York in some remote
area like Buffalo, where there are lots of
farms," Nadia Papalia '98 said.
A security officer
said that although he has no
idea where the
apples are disposed, he does
not think that it
would be a bad
idea if Sodexho
served them in
the cafeteria. He
credits the bite
marks in the
apples to the.
deer population
on campus.
Yet, our orchard expert,
Sullivan said that the apples are not fit to
even be consumed by deer.
Students say the issue is not
that the apples might be from the Quad,
but that the apples served in the cafeteria
are poor quality.
"It's not that they're coming
from the Quad. They're just not good
apples," said Jessica Dionne '98.
Vecello said that any fruit or other

foods that are of questionable quality
should be reported to a manager and removed from the cafeteria.
"We're not picking them off the
trees," Vecello said, adding that if Sodexho
workers have
been seen picking apples off the
tree
behind
Loyola, that the
apples were not
for use by
Sodexho.
Vecello said that
the macintosh
and
macoun
apples are being,
discontinued by
Sodexho due to
the decrease in
quality. He said that Sodexho tries to get
in seasonal fruits whenever possible because of the quality and flavor. But Vecello
said, " It is late in the season, and the
quality of apples and pears has fallen."
Sullivan said that he enjoys
apples and he hopes that the cafeteria
apples are not from the Quad.
"I love apples and the apples in
the cafe are always disgusting. I wouldn't
pick one and eat it like I would in an
orchard," Sullivan said.

News
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Fairfield releases plans for expansion
Maura Parsons
News Editor
According to an approximately $80
million expansion master plan released
by the university, several campus facilities including the library and the campus center will receive extensive additions over the next 15 years.
The administration hopes that additions to the campus facilities will begin
in the next few years but depends on
fund-raising, said Richard Taylor, Assistant Vice President of Administration. The Nyselius library will receive
a 50,000 square-foot addition. When
the addition is completed, the library
will be double its present size. The
addition to the library will allow for
more room to store bound volumes and
install more research computers throughout the library.
Although the starting date of construction of the addition to the library is
unknown, plans to renovate the interior
of the library will begin this year.
"We hope to start in about a month
installing a computer lab in the library
with renovations to the front lobby and
the leisure reading area to follow," Taylor said.
As detailed in the master plan, the
Barone Campus Center is expected to
receive an addition and a complete renovation sometime in the next few years. If

The Fairfield Mirror

New education
club
announced
Jill Hira
Elizabeth Lewis
Contributing Writers

Bannow Science Center (left) will receive additions, photo: Mirror archives
approved by the town, approximately
30,000 square-feet will be added to the
campus center. The university has not
yet specified how the extra space will be
utilized.
An addition to the Bannow Science
Centeris also part of the masterplan. The
addition will allow for more laboratory
research rooms and an academic resource
center. Multi-media classrooms like those
in Canisius Hall will also be installed
when the science center is expanded.
The university may also try to pur-

"I am he as you are he as you are me and we are all
together"
- The Beatles.
"We don't need no education.
We don't need no thought control."
- Pink Floyd
"One man come in the name of love
One man come and go
One man come he to justify
One man to overthrow."
- U2

You see great songs.
Your teachers see bad grammar.
Are your great ideas being ignored due to bad grammar,
disorganization, or shaky sentence structure?
Don't know where to start?
Don't worry!
Come to the Writing Center,
located in DH 255
Call x2214 today to make an appointment!

chase the Center for Financial Studies in
the future to house the School of Business. Plans for the university to acquire
the privately owned Center for Financial
Studies have not yet been disclosed.
"The eventual acquisition of the financial center will add more classroom
space to campus," Taylor said.
The master plan, developed by the
office of campus planning, calls not only
for additions to campus buildings but
also addresses improving the landscape
of the campus.

A student affiliate of the National
Council of Teachers of English has been
started on campus this semester to provide prospective teachers with a network
of professionals in their field. The organization is devoted to improving the teaching of English and language arts at all
levels.
With 90,000 members in the U.S.,
Canada, and the Philippines, NCTE is
one of the largest and most influential
academic organizations. Fairfield's student affiliate, which began last year, is
one of only 15 student affiliates nationwide, and the only student affiliate in
New England. The group is sponsored by
Dr. Betsy Bowen, associate professor of
English.
Activities of the group will include
guest speakers who will discuss the job
search and preparation of the Praxis exam.
The Praxis is a test that measures students' abilities in their subject for which
state certification is needed to teach in
public schools. Currently, Connecticut's
teaching requirements are among the
strictest in the country.
'Teaching is essential and this might
provide encouragement as well as supplement what classroom instruction might
be lacking," Bowen said.
The first meeting will take place on
Nov. 5. Look for announcements on time
and location in mailboxes and relevant
classes.

Class of 1998
Resume Book
All Seniors who submitted
their resume for the resume
book should check the CPC
list available through FUS A
to verify we received your
resume and that it passed
final proofing.
Contact the Career Planning Center by November
3rd if your name is not on
the list.

Campus Life
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Signs of Life...
My life as a (gasp!) feminist
Brian Mello
Contributing Writer

put, my courses in women's
studies have exposed me to new
ways of thinking about a whole
range of issues including economics, politics, relationships,
sexuality, housework, psychology and socialization. I have
gained access to a wealth of
thought, critiquing the
eurocentric-masculinist epistemology that dominates our intellectual tradition.
Egad, what did I just
say? I said that women's studies has guided me on an academic path of empathy, understanding and thought, rather
than indoctrination. I am saying that the classically liberal
conception of our society is
exclusionary and self-interested.
I believe there are
beneficial alternatives to the
hierarchial structures, which
work to promote the few and
oppress the many. Competition isn't mutually beneficial;
a person' s experiences and position under the hierarchy of

The first thing my
brother said to me when I told
him I was minoring in Women's
Studies was, "WHY?!" That's a
question I am asked a lot, actually. To be honest, when I signed
up, I really hadn't acted on a
particular motivation.
After all, it was a rash
choice I made after taking a
women's history course to fulfill my diversity core requirement. It was a choice that came
at a time when the concept of
diversity was becoming sort of
an obsession. A choice that
seemed appropriate, and turned
out to be the single most important, defining and beneficial
choice I have made at Fairfield
University.
Having spent over a
year in classes pitifully outnumbered by members of the opposite sex, I am now prepared to
respond to the innumerable naysayers I've come across. Simply

the existing paradigms shape that
person's outlook.
The most crucial concept I've come across in the
work of feminist authors is "The
Matrix of Domination." In her
book, Black Feminist Thought.
Patricia Hill Collins uses this
term to emphasize how easy it is
for people to close themselves
off from another's claims of oppression. Collins writes, and I
would concur, that individuals
must place themselves in a model
that "provides the conceptual
space needed for each individual
to see that she or he is both a
member of multiple dominant
groups and a member of multiple subordinate groups."
This is to say that traditional intellectual thought prohibits one from recognizing that,
given a situation, there are those
who have more privilege and
those who have less. For instance,
as a 4.0 graduating student I have
more privilege in the job market
than a high school dropout, yet
less privilege than a 3.8 Yafe

graduate.
Eurocentricmasculinist thought teaches us
to look at things scientifically,
separating and limiting the impact of race, class and gender
on an individual basis. It teaches
us to accept the inevitability of
hierarchy. It stresses social mobility through free competition.
In general, it allows
one to "have little difficulty
identifying their own victimization within some major system of oppression," while "they
typically fail to see how their
thoughts and actions uphold
someone else's subordination."
Eurocentric-masculinist
thought, however, provides no
mechanism for empathy with
another's experiences.
Indeed, Collins acknowledges that many feminists also ignore the "Matrix of
Domination." Despite this fact,
it is through women's studies
that I have gained an increased
awareness of the multiple levels of privilege at work in our

society. Studying women in literature, politics, economics and history
illuminates alternative epistemologies. Women's studies has opened
up new ways of thinking about
America's social framework and
composition.
Why women's studies? Because now, I can challenge the "Matrix of Domination." I can more
readily act as a bridge to another's
experience, and empathize with their
claims of oppression. I am a feminist
because it is not the responsibility of
women to seek more privilege, but
of men and women to challenge systems of privilege.
Women's studies helps me
see the experiences of women, evaluate my own positions on the "Matrix
of domination," increases my cultural awareness and promotes my
academic, intellectual and human
growth. If these sound like the ideas
of a lunatic, radical, liberal freak,
then so be it. I invite others to join
me out here on the lunatic fringe.

.

FIRST SELECTMAN

Kelly loth
anzmcsEsna

The Positive Choice
for Fairfield.

Jack McCarthy: A Leader who
Cares about Fairfield.
I understand the issues that face Fairfield
University students, both on and off
campus. I will continue to promote a
working relationship between students,
residents and the town.

Fairfield's Chris Cipriano
endorses McCarthy.
"I have worked closely with Jack on
various issues in the past. He has a
firm grip on the issues that affect us and
always has an open mind. He is truly
the Positive Choice for Fairfield
University."
Vote for the Republican Team
Tuesday, November 4th, 6am - 8pm

Humphreys, Newman,
Foothorap, Schlichting
& Peddicord
The Fairfield Republican Candidates
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Jessica Vaughan
Staff Writer
It not only takes a patient person, but
a kind and understanding person to work
closely with students on a 24 hour a day
basis. Rev. Charles Allen, S.J., Fairfield
University's executive assistant to the
president, is this type of person.
For the past four years Allen has been
working closely along side Rev. Aloysius
P. Kelley S.J. as the executive assistant to
the president here at Fairfield University.
Only in his fourth year, Allen has experienced a wide assortment of duties.
"My duties will vary radically, whether
it be going to the nurses pinning ceremony to writing letters to somebody
who is looking for more financial aid."
Allen said.
Allen is responsible for helping with
correspondence, attending University
events and meetings Rev.Kelley cannot
and reporting back to Rev. Kelley through
typed up minutes.
Prior to his experience at Fairfield
University, Allen worked in many Jesuit
institutions in the Northeast. In 1966 he
was sent to the Cranwell School, a boarding school in the Berkshires, in Western
Massachusetts, as a Mathematics teacher.
One of the major reasons Allen was enthusiastic to take this opportunity was the
interaction with the students. Allen taught
both mathematics and religion at the
school until it closed.
Immediately following the close of
the Cranwell school, Allen became interested in high school administration. He
attended Columbia University Teachers
College to study Secondary Education
Administration.
In 1977 Allen came to Fairfield Prep
as a high school administrator. Not only
did Allen work at the Prep, he lived in the
residence halls here at Fairfield University to continue the constant interaction
with students.
Allen worked as an administrator at
Fairfield Prep for nine years. He left when
he was offered the opportunity to become

photo: courtesy ofFr. Allen
involved in college administration at
Boston College, where he Worked for
five years.
Yet, Allen returned to Fairfield in
1994 when he was asked by Rev. Kelley
to work as the executive assistant to the
president.
"The one continuity throughout my
work experience is living in the college
residence halls, where I meet a lot of
interesting people" Allen said.
Allen spends much of his time traveling, which he not only enjoys as a past
time, but as a major part of both his
education as well as his work life. Because the Jesuits are an international
organization, Allen has had the opportunity to travel to Italy, the Philippines,
Hong Kong, and Hawaii. While working
with the mission volunteers Allen has
traveled to Ecuador, Kentucky, and
Puerto Rico. Not to mention traveling
throughout the U.S. for admissions work.
Among his many accomplishments,
Allen feels his own greatest personal
accomplishment is his preaching. Recently, Allen had the opportunity to marry

Summer programs in
Washington, D.C.
PR.
The Fund for American Studies, in conjunction with Georgetown
University, sponsors three institutes that
combine internships throughout Washington, DC, courses at Georgetown University, and unique opportunities to meet
and talk with national and international
leaders at site briefings, lectures, and
evening dialogues. Students can receive
six credit hours for the courses and an
additional three credits for the internship.
The Fund for American Studies
is recruiting student leaders from colleges and universities to participate in its
1998 summer programs. Undergraduate
students will gain critical work experience through internships in public policy,
politics, business, journalism, or international affairs and will earn credits through
course work at prestigious Georgetown
University. The final application dead-

line is March 15, 1998. There is no
minimum GPA requirement, and students who have been active on campus
are encouraged to apply.
Scholarships are available to
each of The Fund's three seven-week
programs; the Engalitcheff Institute
on Comparative Political and Economic Systems, the Institute on Political Journalism, and the Bryce Harlow
Institute on Business and Government
Affairs. Each of the Institutes includes
internships throughout the city, courses
at Georgetown University taught by
top notch faculty, and unique opportunities to meet and talk with national
and international leaders at site briefings, lectures, and evening dialogues,
For brochures and applications, contact The Fund for American
Studies at 1 -800-741 -6964 or visit their
web site at www.dcinternships.org.

two Fairfield alumni, and was able to
develop a homily based on their studies
while here at Fairfield University.
"The two of them were both accounting majors here at Fairfield, I
preached about how being good accountants is a lot like being good married
partners" Allen said.
Allen is very happy here at Fairfield
University, he is able to get a lot of
exercise and meet many new and interesting people each day.
"I love the exercise and socializing.
It's interesting and there's not a lot of
stress, but I'm busy all the time. The job
is never dull, but at the same time I can go
home and sleep at night" Allen said.
Although Allen loves Fairfield University he does wish the university could
be located closer to New York City.
"It takes so long to get to a major
cultural center, from the campus," Allen
said.
Allen also commented on the parking at Fairfield University. He believes
walking is the most wonderful form of

exercise, and that students should walk
more often.
"This generation is so ecologically conscious, but no one walks anywhere," Allen
said. "If more people walked places there
wouldn't be so much of a parking problem."
Allen believes it is important to be
concerned with the commuters, and residents at the beach, making sure there are
enough places for them. The only solution
could be to either lay down more pavement
or convince the students to walk more.
"God bless, the students, but at one
point the administration was getting ready
to put down more black top, and it was the
students who said no, we want to keep a
beautiful campus. The reality is we can't
have it both ways," Allen said.
Allen is very pleased with the way
Fairfield University' s football program has
helped to bring Fairfield University together. He believes the football program
has helped make the campus more integrated, and is also an aid to help diversify
the campus.
"One of the glories of Fairfield, is the
number of students involved in the athletics program. There are bigger schools that
are more well known and they are great
schools to cheer on. Fairfield is a great
school to play on a team" Allen.said.
Allen proved to be an amazing individual who has had such a genuine interest
in the students he has met. His job here at
Fairfield University as executive assistant
to the president, reaches out to many areas
here on campus. The work he does at
Fairfield University provides him with so
many opportunities to interact with the
student body.
The one piece of advice Allen would
give to students here at Fairfield University
is that he believes that students should
picture themselves at sixty years old, and
determine how they want to be in the future, regarding health, intellectual well being, and work.
"I have gotten to know a lot of students
well, married them, and baptized their children" he said. "I love Fairfield. I have no
desire to move away from here."

COSO NEWS
The monthly meeting for all club officers is Wednesday, Nov. 5 at 9:45 p.m. in
Canisius 15. Attendance is mandatory.
Please do not forget to nominate a club
officer or member for Student Leader of
the Month in the black binder on the
COSO desk.
Junior Ring tailgating will take place
on Nov. 1 at the Loyola volleyball court
from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
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Nell Bateman
Co-Assistant A&E Editor
It's time to put away the trite ghost,
witch, vampire, and cat costumes - we're
adults now and your Halloween costume is
serious business.
Halloween is tomorrow, and if you
don't have your costume ready by now,
you had better get a move on. Originality
plays the biggest role, and remember that
All Hallows Eve is the only night of the
year when you can get away with looking
like a total fool without being questioned.
Allow me to offer several suggestions for
the big night, and don't be afraid to take the
holiday to a ridiculous level.
Sometimes it's hard to fly solo as a
fool, so people enjoy the group effort costume. The three blind mice is an easy one
and costume preparation is minimal. Another suggestion is the Village People, but
unlike the blind mice, this group of six

IF (DIP

requires time and creativity to create the
singing ensemble. The policeman, cowboy, construction worker and army man
aren't too difficult to put together,- but
leather man and the Indian can become
intricate. You should plan accordingly and
put shopping time into consideration. A
singing rehearsal might also be in order,
because YMCA will be requested on demand.
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs is
always an all time favorite for a larger
group, but each dwarf must be in character
for the entire night, especially Dopey.
Having a large hairy man as Snow White
always adds the right touch. The more the
merrier if you want to be the Solid Gold
Dancers, and extra points are given if Rick
Dees is among the lot. Helpful hint: you
can never put on enough glitter makeup.
Couples work pretty well too. For
those who are bad to the bone, Bonnie and

Clyde, Thelma and Louise, or Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid might suit
you. Batman and Robin have been done,
but the classics like Gumby and Pokey
never die. Fred and Wilma, Sonny and
Cher, and Fred and Ginger all have excellent costume potential, but marital disputes and coordinated dance moves must
be carried out throughout the night.
Woody and Buzz Lightyear is a favorite. Last year, two juniors had no
qualms about doing this duet. As I said
before, Halloween costumes are serious
and I'm proud they took it to the necessary Toy Story level.
Props and appliances can let the costume soar. The load of laundry costume
only needs a laundry basket cut to fit your
waist and clothes pinned to your body.
Throw some detergent and dryer sheets
in there and you'll be a load of laughs as
well. The karate kid was a hit dressed as
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a shower and if you dress in complete pink
and tie a sneaker on top of your head you
could easily pass as a piece of bubble
gum. I give the best costume prize of last
year to the speed bump, who wore a yellow jogging suit with tire marks across his
body. You could be sick about the tire
marks too: dress as a bunny rabbit, put the
tire marks across the cute animal and
you're road kill.
You could dress up as a taco, a pregnant Elvis, a pack of cigarettes, a lactating
cow, a strawberry, John Wayne, Noah
and his animals, Jesus and his disciples, a
tired and worn housewife, Thor, a mime,
a ghoul, a gladiator, a goose, a member of
the opposite sex, your English teacher, or
your roommate.
Halloween is second best to Christmas in my book. Be creative, and remember when it's only once a year, you can
never take it too far.

photos: Mirror archives
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A closer look at the Student Court
Jodi DiGregorio
Campus Life Editor
"Give me your ID" four words no student wants to
hear from a Resident Assistant,
RA. What does it mean? You've
just been written up. You need
assistance. Fast. This is not a job
for just anyone. This is a job for
the Student Court.
The Student Court is
the judicial branch of the.
Fairfield University Student Association (FUSA). Its main goal
is to give the student body protection of their rights, assist in
judicial matters, and serve as an
alternative hearing body for students charged with violations of
university policy.
The Student Court also
serves as a final arbiter of constitutional and legal disputes between the legislative and executive branches, and protects the
rights of all FUSA members.
Composed entirely of
undergraduate students, the Student Court is made up of the
Chief Justice, eight voting justices, and one alternate justice.
RosaRembimbas '98 is currently
serving as Chief Justice. She is
the first woman in the history of
Fairfield University to hold this
position. The voting justices are

Michael Drews '99, Jon Feniia
'99, Diana Harrington '99,
Brian Sullivan '99, Kristen
Geschine '98, Jodi Marx '99,
David Klein '00, and Christina
Monteiro '00. Rebecca Scott
'99 serves as the alternate justice, and is given voting privileges only when needed.
So what happens
when a university policy is violated, and when exactly does
the Student Court step in? Once
the infraction is discovered, if
is either reported on a security
log report or on an official
Report of Incident form. All
reports are forwarded to Gary
Stephenson, the Judicial Officer. The Dean of Students,
Gwen Vendley, reviews the
case in terms of charges only.
The student is notified and must meet with the
judicial officer within 24 hours
to review the report. Minor offenses are directly referred to
the Student Court, while more
.serious offenses are referred to
the judicial officer. However,
every student has the right to
request assistance or to be heard
by the Student Court.
Once they receive the
case, the Student Court.must
follow certain procedures to
determine guilt or innocence.

The Chief Justice, court justices,
court advisor, student charged, individual filing the report, and any
witnesses must be present for the
hearing. After the Chief Justice
reviews court procedure and states
the charges, the student charged
states his or her version of the
incident.
The Student Court questions the student and any witnesses, and if necessary holds additional discussion and reexamination. The student charged makes
any closing remarks, and all persons are excused. The Student
Court then deliberates the testimonies given and determines guilt
or innocence.
If the student charged is
found guilty, their past record is
reviewed before
the Student Court
deliberates and
renders a sanction.
A written recommendation is submitted to the Dean
of Students, and
the Chief Justice
meets with the
Dean of Students
to review the hearing and recommended sanction.
Does it
seem awkward to

have students, your peers, decide your fate? After all, they're
just students. What do they
know? Those applying for a
position behind the bench have
to go through an intense application process, and are chosen
very carefully. First they must
fill out an application form and
submit it to the Chief Justice,
who interviews the applicants.
The Chief Justice then
selects potential candidates to
appear before the entire Student Court for a second interview. Upon Court approval,
candidates appear in front of
the Senate Judicial Board, and
it is upon their approval that
candidates get voted in to the
Student Court. It is not until the

Chief Justice administers the Oath
of Office that the entire process is
complete.
According to Chief Justice Rembimbas, the Student
Court is stronger than it has ever
been. "Many changes and improvements have been made in
order to ensure accessibility of
these services," she said. "We are
ready to work with and for the
students in order to guarantee their
rights, but this can only be possible if these services are utilized
by the student body."
The Student Court is here
for you, the student. You have
help and support when you need
it.

Photo by Brian Kelly

Dr. Carolan brings Florence "to Fairfield
Katie Ferranti
Contributing Writer
Dr. Mary Ann Carolan,
the first full-time professor of
Italian at Fairfield, is proof that
starting a new language in college is not too late. A graduate of
Dartmouth College with a degree in political science, Dr.
Carolan took advantage of the
study abroad programs that her
college offered, not realizing
then the impact the trips would
have on her career.
Dr. Carolan first spent
a trimester of her sophomore
year in Bourges, France, on a
language study program. She returned to Dartmouth, and during
her junior year, ran into a friend
who had just returned from
studying in Italy, who told her
about his experiences.
"Going abroad was
very big at Dartmouth," Dr.
Carolan explained. "By graduation, 75 percent of my class had
spent at least one trimester
abroad."
On a whim, Dr. Carolan
decided she would spend another trimester abroad in Italy.
"F ve always loved languages," explained Dr. Carolan.
Carolan is fluent in Italian, has
excellent oral and written skills
in French, Spanish, and has a
considerable amount of knowledge in Latin and German.". nd
here was an opportunity to study
abroad again," she recalls.
Two weeks into her
junior spring trimester, she

switched her schedule around,
and began taking Italian. The
fall of her senior year was spent
in Italy on a classics program
on Roman art and architecture.
"It was all rather serendipitous," Dr. Carolan said. "Studying in Italy was the seminal
experience of my undergraduate career. I had no idea then
how important my time in Italy
would be."
Following her graduation from Dartmouth, Dr.
Carolan spent the summer in
Italy, enhancing her knowledge
of Italian language and culture.
Later, after working in NYC at
American Express Publishing
Corporation, she took a job with
American Express in London,
and continued to study Italian
language.
When it came to deciding between law school and
graduate school, Dr. Carolan
was torn. She decided on graduate school and attended Yale
University Graduate School.
She received a master of arts,
master of philosophy, and doctor of philosophy, completing
her dissertation research at the
university of Rome. "I made
the right choice," she said.
For Dr. Carolan, traveling and studying abroad was
the most important part of her
education. "The Italian experience for me, and for many foreigners, is magical. It was the
most important part of my education. My professor in Italy ■
became my mentor. We spent

two solid weeks studying the
monuments of the Forum, and we
traveled extensively throughout
Italy," Dr. Carolan recalls. Not
only did living in Italy give her the
opportunity to become fluent and
fall in love with a new culture, but
Dr. Carolan's perspective on the
United States changed. "My appreciation of the Unites States increased," she said. •
Dr. Carolan speaks Italian and shares her love of Italian
culture each day, as an assistant
professor in the department of
Modern Languages and Literatures. Prior to Fairfield, she was a
senior lector at Yale University,
teaching all levels of Italian language and literature courses, supervising graduate assistants, and
acting as a study abroad advisor.
Dr. Carolan also taught as a visiting assistant professor at Wesleyan
University.
When the position at
Fairfield became available, Dr.
Carolan seized the opportunity.
Originally from Middlebury, Connecticut, a 15-year resident of New
Haven, and having attended her
uncle's graduation from Fairfield
University in 1966, Dr. Carolan
was familiar with Fairfield. Dr.
Carolan is also happy with the
location which enables her family
to be together. Her husband is an
attorney with Yale, and they have
two daughters, Maria, 7, and Anna,
5.
At Fairfield, Dr. Carolan
is pleased to be part of a strong
department, and equally excited
about being the first full time Italian professor. "It appears to me

that there is an incredibly strong
interest in Italian," Dr. Carolan
said, noting that there are currently ten students in advanced
levels of Italian, 86 students at
the intermediate level, and
about 70 students in the beginner level courses.
She also noted contributing factors to the growth
of the program: the strength
and enthusiasm of the adjunct
professors, and the interest in
the Florence Study Abroad program, one of Fairfield
University's own study abroad
programs, located at the
Lorenzo de' Medici Art Institute in Florence.
"There seems to be a
very solid foundation on which
to build a successful program. I
hope that the interest in Italian
remains strong and gets stronger," she said.
Dr. Carolan believes
that the beauty and strength of
the Italian language will keep
student interest high, and she
notes that Italian literature offers a panoply of perspectives:
historical, literary, religious and
scientific. "Italian literature is
incredibly rich, and essential to
the development of Western
culture. It offers great breadth
and depth. You can trace the
development of Western culture by studying Italian literature,
Gaileo,
Dante,
Machiavelli - it's an all encompassing literature, striking in
its wealth," said Dr. Carolan.
Having written her
dissertation on a 19th century

theorist and novelist, Alessandro
Manzoni, Dr. Carolan believes
that without an understanding of
the previous century, it is impossible to understand the world today.
Dr. Carolan has taught
courses in Italian language from
beginning to advanced levels, as
well as courses such as "Contemporary Italian Culture," Italy' s Cities: Rome in the Cultural Imagination," and a graduate seminar,
"Women and History: The Female Literary Experience in 19th
and 20th century Italy."
At Fairfield, she has proposed a course including, "The
Transatlantic Window: Visions of
Italy and America," studying the
"perspectives and myths" of the
literatures of both countries, variations on "Italy's Cities," and other
courses on Italian literature, such
as the novella, historical novel, or
autobiography.
Dr. Carolan is also excited about the possibility of teaching in the summer Florence program, which she feels is an impressive study abroad program.
. As someone who was greatly influenced by studying overseas, she
will pass that advice on to her
students: " Go abroad. It's just a
compelling way to study."
As for choosing a language, Dr. Carolan's choice is
clear. "Italian. It is, quite simply,
the most beautiful language."
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The trouble with buses Fairfield Pride: An
Athlete's Creed

John O'Dea
Staff Writer
For many students who live on
campus and don't have a car, getting into
town can be interesting, to say the least.
There are a few ways you can go about it.
Your best bet is to find a friend who has a
car and is willing to drive you. A second
way to get there is to take a cab, but that
would tend to get very expensive. Finally,
you can always take the bus.
The bus into town is the only free
way into town. Walking is free, but once
winter hits, that's just not an option.
Friends may be free, but you eventually
have to throw in a pack of cigarettes or
some gas money if you want to keep that
ride. A cab ride is just ridiculous in this
town (can you say monopoly?). Many of
us can't afford to pay an arm and a leg just
to get a bar of soap from the store.
The bus to town remains the
only free option. Unfortunately, this bus
is a little on the unreliable side to say the
least. It is supposed to run about every
hour, but the last time it adhered to the
posted schedule, I believe, was sometime
during the Carter administration.
You can never tell when a bus to
town is going to show up. It seems to be
thrown in at random with the buses to
Dolan. If there is a pattern to when they
show up, it seems impossible to figure it
out.
Another problem that this ser-

vice has is that there are no definite stops
or times once you get into town. There
have been a number of occasions when I
asked when the bus would be returning,
only to hear the driver say that she didn't
know because someone else was coming
to take over the route. This response
gave me the feeling that I will be walking
back to campus. It has become clear that
you can never be sure when the bus will
show up.
I think that the school should do
something to remove this randomness
from the process of riding the bus. They
should make sure the buses show up on
time and follow a set route or schedule.
A bus stop with a set schedule could be
set up at certain areas in town so we
would know when and where a bus was
going to arrive. I know that many people
would like to be able to take the free bus
to the train so they can get home without
paying an arm and a leg for a cab ride. As
of now, the only reliability the bus provides is that you are guaranteed to miss
your train.
With all of these solutions, the
simplest one is to just be on time. If the
buses arrived in front of the Campus
Center on a regular schedule, then everything would fall into place.' If the bus
became reliable, more people would use
it and then the schedule would serve its
purpose. I am not sure how the school
can rectify this problem, but I am sure
that they can come up with something.

To the Editor:
Why do we step on the field you ask?
We play sports to represent the Fairfield Red and White.
To compete with athletes who are bigger, stronger, and
Faster than we, in the hopes of being successful.
We play under the concepts of fair play and good sportsmanship.
We push ourselves to the limits as we are determined to do our best.
We compete to gain a sense of accomplishment in a game well
Played with the hopes of being remembered.
We belong to a team, to a family, with our brothers and our sisters
To reach a shared goal, to be successful in our seasons.We stand united, through the good and the bad, the sun and the rain, the smiles
and the tears, to be victorious in the name of Fairfield University!
Sincerely,
Peter Fox
Mike' Maurillo
Scott Hepner
Erin Caven
Kelly Peabody
Jen McLaughlin
Liz Bower
Craig Lennon

Mary Liz Fitzpatrick
Patricia Stanley
Correy Stephenson
Michelle Cavallo
Mike Schwartz
Valarie DeMartino
John Tice
Didier Boucard

Kyle Commodore
Julie Thorson
Andy Larned
Joe Hooks
Nancy Longo
Mari Dague
Phil Bloete
Jessica Grossarth

O Captain! My Captain! Our fearful trip done,
Our ship has weathered every wreck, the prize we sought is won.
The port is near, the bells I hear, the people all exulting;
With folloed eyes a steady keel, the vessel grim and daring.
-Walt Whitman

Pay attention to health care reform
Amy Wanamaker
Contributing Writer
Sometimes it takes a traumatic
experience for an issue to be important.
For the past few years I have listened with
a deaf ear to the health care debate. I was
aware of the issues involved but never
really took a position or researched the
formed positions. Why? Because it did
not effect me. The only time I came into
contact with the health care system was
during my annual check-ups. I went for
dental cleanings more than I went to my
general practitioner.
This past year was different. I
found myself faced with "mysterious"
pains. I knew something was wrong with
me but it took over a year, eight doctors,
over 10 visits, cat scans, and an upper GI.
It finally ended in a visit to the emergency
room before I was diagnosed. During this
time I was told the cause of my pain
ranged from wearing tight clothing (I have
since given my skin tight leather pants to
Good Will) to pulling a muscle while
playing tennis (I don't play tennis).
The worst part about this whole
experience was the first doctor I saw was
surprisingly enough here at Fairfield. Her
diagnosis was correct and started me on
medication. I made an appointment at my
doctor and she scoffed at the diagnosis and
told me to stop taking the medicine, which
I did. After many follow up visits, over the
course of a year, my doctor kept telling me
it was not a problem in her field and the
disease proceeded to spread.
Last week I found myself doubled
over in pain not able to speak or walk. I
had to be wheeled into the emergency
room where I spent the next 12 hours
before being admitted or receiving pain

killers. By midnight the pain was so
unbearable that I just started to cry. I was
finally brought to a room at 3 a.m. and
was given intravenous antibiotics and
pain killers.
I was supposed to stay in the
hospital for 4 days. On the second day a

called my parents and my doctor. The
doctor had to call the insurance company
and fight with them over my diagnosis
and my father spent his afternoon at work
fighting the insurance company as well.
The problem was cleared after

Yes, I was a victim in my
medical experiences but, I was
a victim of a health care system
created by a society which I am a
part of aiid help promote.
woman walked into my room and told me
I had to be discharged that afternoon
because my insurance would not cover
the remainder of my hospital stay. I was
shocked. My family has an extremely
good health insurance policy and I never
thought this would happen to me. I came
to find out my chart was mysteriously
wrong and I was diagnosed for something
I did not have. This required out-patient
treatment and the insurance company did
not even want to pay for my stay thus far.
I spent the next hour trying to
hold the phone in my good hand and press
the buttons with my hand that had the iv
without resting the phone on my stomach
because the phone cord was too short. I

much aggravation. All I could think
about was if I was not completely coherent I would not have been able to make
the phone calls and the quick decisions.
I also had a strong support system. I
could not imagine having to face the
cruelness on my own in a worse medical
condition. Unfortunately, many people
do.
•
There are still other medical
procedures I need to face because of the
duration of my illness. All I can keep
thinking is: I don't ever want to get sick
again. It is terrible enough to be sick,
then being treated badly by those who are
supposed to help you makes it that much
worse.

Now, I am planning on following the health care debate more closely.
For me, it is going to be a key issue when
I vote this fall in the local elections and in
the next presidential election.
This is an issue which is barely
ever touched upon by our generation because for the most part everyone is healthy.
This is an issue which has been vocalized
by the senior citizen population for obvious reasons. At the same time an issue
which many of us vocalize is education.
Conversely, this is an issue which seniors
rarely speak on unless money is being
taken away from them for education.
I challenge seniors to share in
my experiences. I would like to see them
spend a day in the high school I went to
and try to learn. Or, to go and tour the
inner city elementary school in Bridgeport that I work with. It takes these kinds
of experiences for people to truly understand the issues.
The issues are not as clear cut as
the media portrays. I challenge people to
find the people who are affected and for
one day become one of those affected
people. Then maybe there will be some
unity in trying to deal with all of the
complex issues we are faced with today.
Yes, I was a victim in my medical experiences but, I was a victim of a
health care system created by a society
which I am a part of and help promote. I
am only a victim of myself. Until everyone realizes the effects their participation
has on others and themselves will things
begin to change. Today, everyone cries
"victim." One day it will reach a point
where there will only be victims and we
will live in a victimless society.
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I would like to personally address the two letters
on this page. Last week, there was a letter that we printed
with a disclaimer attached. The disclaimer was put on the
letter because we felt it was offensive as readers of the
paper, not due to our religion or personal feelings on the
matter. The Mirror chose to run the letter on the basis
that it is right for a newspaper setting. However, we did
not want anyone to get the wrong idea or be alarmed at
what we were printing. I, as well as the rest of the editorial
board welcome any letter. In addition, this week ends the
debate on the athletic center and the class on the
Cathechism.
On Tuesday, Nov. 4, our fate with the town of
Fairfield can change. How can we, as students, have a say
in what's going on? By voting, it is critical that all
students who are registered in Fairfield go to the polls.
There are four students (Dom, Mike, Jerry, and
Chad) running for our district for four of the five slots.
Henry Humphreys is also running for re-election. It is
important that we vote for all of them since they are our
peers and will work for us not against us. These four
candidates are running to benefit all of Fairfield. If they
do not get in, our life at Fairfield University will change.
The town can unite against us, it's time for us to unite
together as students. It was thanks to Jim O'Connor and
Chris Cipriano with their votes on RTM that we had
Clam Jam. Their time on RTM is up, it's time to carry on
the tradition.
If you don't vote, you are sealing the fate of
Fairfield University students' relationship with the town.
Vote Tuesday as a Fairfield University student!
FUSA is providing transportation to the polls
from 11:30 a.m. till 7:30 p.m. from the Campus Center.
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Can't recognize satire?
To the Editor:
I note in the Mirror of
Oct. 23 that there are two responses to Fr. Cipolla's letter
volunteering his services to the
university. One, from students,
is delighted by his offer. One,
from a faculty member, is less
enthusiastic.
Both these letters deserve to be published and represent legitimate points of view.
But I am extremely puzzled why
the second, from the faculty
member, has appended to it a
disclaimer from the Editor, indicating that the point of view

"does not reflect the views of
the Mirror as a publication,"
while the letter from students is
printed without comment.
I object strongly to the
printing of such a disclaimer
under any individual letter. The
disclaimer should be omitted
altogether, or printed each week
as part of the masthead, or
printed beneath each and every
letter, whichever side of an issue the letter favors.
Your approach of appending the disclaimer to one
of the two letters taking opposite sides on an issue inevitably
leads to the assumption that you

favor" the side whose letter does
not have the disclaimer appended.
If so, then perhaps you
should state that the students'
letter in fact coincides with the
editorial standpoint of the Mirror.
Or is it, perhaps, that
the Mirror cannot recognize
"satire when it sees it?

Sincerely,
Paul Lakeland
Department of
Religious Studies

Hulseman questions editorial
policies
To the Editor:
I am writing in support of Prof. Coleman's letter
in last week's edition of the
Mirror. The persistence of sev. eral students lobbying for a
course devoted to Catholic Doctrine and Catechesis indicates,
as Prof. Coleman so humorously
described, a
narrowmindedness which is out of
place at a Jesuit, liberal arts
university.
Indeed, it has been argued that this is a Catholic university subject to Vatican authority, but, as last year's continuing argument in the Commentary section exposed, a university is primarily an institution of higher learning and academic discipline - not a CCD
classroom. The Jesuits have,
historically, integrated liberal
arts education, the full intellectual rounding of the individual,
with Christian ideals of love
and service to others.
The discipline of Religious Studies, part of this larger
integrated system, develops another part of this well-rounding

and opens the mind to other or
broader aspects of religion than
that we experience in our own
tradition.
That is, it is not the
responsibility of a religious studies curriculum to teach by rote,
the method of catechesis, the
litanies of exclusively Catholic
practices. Let us open our minds
a little to the rest of the world,
leaving religious fervor to our
own, personal responsibilities.
• Further, I find it reprehensible that the printing of Prof.
Coleman's letter included a disclaimer from the Editor. No
other article - letter to the editor
or commentary - included such
a disclaimer. Does this reflect a
prejudice on the editors' behalf
against Prof. Coleman's stance
on open-mindedness? Or favor
for the multiple students' request for catechesis? Or is this
an inconsistency and a subtle
mistake?
Whatever the reason
for the appearance of this disclaimer, which excluded Prof.
Coleman's letter from any possible connection to the opinions
of the staff of the Mirror, such

distinctions should not be made
unless consistent. I feel that
such a disclaimer is actually
consistent with last year's commentary editions which seemed
to promote a regular stance
against non-Catholic opinions,
against progressive Catholic
thought including, for example,
curricula such as Feminist or
Liberation Theologies and Judaic Studies, against various
cultures and lifestyles, such as
homosexuality (I mean particularly Chris Maroney's article
condemning homosexuality to
which it was, conveniently
enough, impossible to formally
respond) and in support of
Vatican hierarchical authority.
It is my sincere hope
that the Editorial Staff of the
Mirror is truly a vessel for the
university community's informed opinions and that the
Commentary section is not
"picked and chosen" for any
personal agendas.
Sincerely,
Bill Hulseman '98

Students question "cheers to binge
drinking'
r*?

To the Editor,
As a concerned member of the Fairfield University
body, I feel it necessary to comment upon one of the comments
made in the "Cheers" section of
last week's Mirror.
To me, and to, at least,
the other students who signed
below, binge drinking doesn't
seem like anything to "cheer"
for. I recognize that any student
has a right to submit whatever
they choose in the "cheers and
boos" column, but to "cheer"

binge drinking seems to be in
awfully bad taste, especially considering that the week prior has
been Alcohol Awareness Week.
With all of the efforts of the Peer
Education Network, MADD,
and the circulating e-mail about
the fatalistic effects of drunk
driving, I would hope that the
message has reached some of us
by now. As that program was
trying to teach us, binge drinking is a serious problem around
the country, especially on college campuses. The recent deaths
of students at Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology and Louisiana State University are examples of how serious a problem irresponsible drinking has
become. Just because Fairfield
University hasn't been affected
recently by the consequences of
binge drinking, drunk driving,
etc., it does not mean that we, as
students, have the luxury of joking and can assume it never will.
Sincerely,
Luke Kurzawa '98
Jessica Martinesi '98
Bissie Slimmon '98
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Commentary editor addresses complaints about
Catechism course
Joseph Marcello
Co-Commentary Editor
You will find on these pages,
week after week, a veritable cornucopia
of opinions, responses, and other thoughts
pertaining to some aspect of life here at
Fairfield.
Recently, student and faculty
thoughts have turned to the proper identity and mission of Fairfield University.
It seems that a member of the
Fairfield University community wrote in
a few weeks ago, making an offer in good
faith to teach a course that would fill what
some students and faculty perceive to be
a deficiency in the Religious Studies curriculum.

The article drew a response from
a faculty member last week. Due to the
caustic and sarcastic nature of the letter,
the Editorial Board thought it best to
clarify that said letter did not express the
Mirror's views as a publication.
While all Letters-to-the-Editor
are assumed to express only the author's
viewpoint, the Editorial Board, for the
aforementioned reason, thought this letter worthy of special comment.
That is not to say, however, that
the comment was indicative of some editorial bias on the part of the Mirror. Readers might recall that, the letter was printed
(the Editorial Board could well have rejected it or any other letter).
Therefore, arguments that let-

ters are selected by the Mirror merely
to fill some editorial agenda are patently absurd.
Turning to a personal note, I,
too, strongly believe that students at
this University deserve and indeed,
have a right to take, if they so choose,
a course on Magesterially-taught
Catholic doctrine using the Catechism
of the Catholic Church.
The inclusion of such a course
in the curriculum would certainly enhance the curricular well-roundedness
and general open-mindedness which
some so enthusiastically propound.
Fairfield is, in the final analysis, first and foremost a Catholic University, and tuition-paying students

who are interested in such a course must not
be denied their right to take it.
Make no mistake, such a course
would not begin a process of a pseudoInquisitional, closed-minded indoctrination
system of which some are so darkly suspicious, but, rather, would introduce unvarnished and uncencpred Catholic doctrine
into a curriculum that, as of now, is devoid
of it.
Why, then, has the thought of the
introduction of a course using the Catechism of the Catholic Church drawn the
ire of faculty and students?
Perhaps because it is a threat to the agendas
of those who, with acid tongues, have so
vehemently opposed it

To see beneath the surface
James Estrada
University Librarian &
Executive Director of
Academic Computing
In a recent editorial (Oct. 2) staff
writer Alex Ordonez voiced his concerns
about the lack of balance between support
for Athletics versus that of the University' s
Library.
While this issue is a hop topic on
most college campuses, I'm writing to
correct several false impressions suggested
by his editorial especially those regarding
the status of the Library and our services.
Since my arrival in November
1996, the university administration has
provided extensive supplemental funding
for the library and they have pledged
additional financial support in the future.
Unfortunately, this record has
not been well-publicized because we have
been extremely busy designing and introducing new services, hiring new staff,
acquiring extensive sets of printed and
electronic resources, installing new computers, and planning for short-term and
long-term enhancements for the physical
design and usability of the Library.
While this record of support is
known to the Faculty, the Deans, the Library staff, and a handful of students, it
has yet to be described in print for the
Mirror.
Because many of these enhancements to the Library will be fully described in our new newsletter, due out this
Fall, I want to take this opportunity to
merely highlight some of the exciting
developments that have taken place in the
past 10 months.
First, the Library has acquired
for at least the past 10 years approximately 8,000-10,000 new publications
annually. Last year we also received a
supplemental allocation of $100,000 in
the library acquisitions budget and this
amount has now been added to our base
budget in the current fiscal year. ■
These funds have been used to
purchase several thousand new materials
in all formats, ranging from books to
microfiche. Furthermore, the administration has pledged further increases in subsequent year that will raise the Library's
budget for collections from $632,000 in
1996 to over $1.2M by 1999.
These funding levels for library
collections will compare very favorably

with our peer group of institutions. Even
at our current levels of funding it's important to note that Fairfield is a net interlibrary loan lender of materials. That is, we
loan to other libraries more than we borrow.
Regarding interlibrary loan, the
anecdotes about the speed and utility of
this service have been misleading. The
primary measure used for interlibrary loan
is "fill rate" or the percentage of requests
that can be completed. For requests for
books, the fill rates respectively are 84%
for undergraduates, 88% for faculty, and
75% for staff. For requests of materials
that consist of photocopied articles, the
fill rates are 92% for undergraduates,
90% for faculty, and 95% for staff. These
statistics are for the month of September
1997.
According to NELINET (our regional library network consisting of over
500 libraries in New England), a fill rate
of 80% is considered "very good." This
doesn't mean that we abandon service for
those requests that are unfilled but only
that these requests will take longer because the collections of other libraries
will have to be contacted. This will result
in a delayed service for those requests
that are not completed initially.
As for the services we provide to
our students and faculty, there isn't any
limitation on the total number of materials that we will obtain on interlibrary
loan. During peak periods such as the end
of the semester, we have rarely employed
a limit of five interlibrary loans per day,
but not on the overall number. Finally, it
is important to note that any format and
borrowing restrictions are determined by
the lending and not the borrowing library.
Second, in addition to expanding our collection of books and journals,
we now offer a full range of electronic
resources available from individual workstations, on our CD-ROM local area network, our online catalog, and via the
Internet. These tools range from ready
reference resources such as Britannia
Online, to full text journal databases such
as Expanded Academic Index and Project
Muse, to our sopn-to-be-acquired news
and research database, Lexis-Nexis.
Third, we have filled three longstanding vacancies by hiring three new
reference librarians and we expect to hire
another reference librarian by the end of
the semester.

By the beginning of the Spring semester we expect to be up to full staffing levels for the first time in many
years. This level of staffing is critical
to support our expanded efforts in teaching basic and advanced library research
skills.
Fourth, with funds from two
fiscal years and the support of CTS, we
have replaced or upgraded about 80%
of the library's computer equipment
and we have acquired an additional 10
new computer workstations.
Included in this number are
nine new connections to the World
Wide Web, laser printers, staff workstations, audiovisual equipment, and
numerous network connections.
Fifth, in order to introduce
students, faculty, and staff to our new
array of resources we expanded the
number of library instruction programs,
and in June we initiated several collaborative teaching efforts with academic computing and SCT (Administrative Computing). We have already
taught several hundred students and we
hope to offer more specialized courses
by the end of this semester as well as
continue our collaborations with Academic Computing.
In the area of instruction, our
respective goals are to offer strong programs in both information and computer literacy. Our students and faculty
should expect nothing less.
Sixth, building on the collaborations among the Library, Academic Computing, CTS, and SCT we
expect to complete a new student computing laboratory by the end of the Fall
semester that will house 25 workstations. In order to ameliorate the demand at the other computer labs on
campus, this lab is intended for students and library instruction instead of
classes.
With the library open approximately 104 hours weekly, the lab will
offer a new level of service seven days
each week during the semester. I should
point out here, particularly in relation
to computer equipment and the systematic upgrades of the computing labs,
that the financial support was derived
from Athletic Center funds.
Seventh, we are keenly aware
of the shortcomings of the current library building which was designed in

the late 1960s and opened in 1969. To fully
appreciate the age of this facility, you have
to consider that it was designed prior to the
introduction of most of our current technologies, including the personal computer.
To improve the comfort and utility
of our Library, we have developed shortterm and long-term strategies. At the end of
the Fall semester, a significant face-lift to
the first floor of the library will take place
which will result in improved lighting, new
seating, and a totally revised leisure reading
area.
This summer, we made improvements in the lighting and air quality of the
upper floor of the library and this will continue at the end of the Spring semester so as
to minimize the noise and construction.
Our long-range plans are more ambitious and they involve a proposal for a
significant expansion and wholesale renovation of the Library. It's important to point
out that the programmatic design for the
library expansion was prepared by the Ad
Hoc Library Building Committee composed
of several faculty, campus, and student representatives. As with many other things, a
great deal of work is going on behind the
scenes until we are sure that we will have
sufficient funds to go forward.
All of the things noted above required the support of an outstanding and
dedicated library staff, advocates from the
Faculty and Academic Deans, a number of
helpful and gifted students, and the energy
and very strong financial support of the
Academic Vice President and his staff, as
well as the entire University administration.
Like the iceberg, our facade does
not accurately portray all that is beneath the
surface. However, I can assure you that a
significant number of improvements have
taken place within the Library and there is
much more to come. I'm writing to assure
you that our university administrators have
provided outstanding library support during the past 12 months and to point out that
the planning for these services began some
time ago.
As we proceed to the next phases
of our agenda, we will need as much support
as possible in order to continue to attract the
sustained financial commitment that is required for an excellent university library.
For my part, I pledge to share the
good news about the library on a more
regular basis so that all of our constituents
can see beneath the surface. In the meantime, I invite everyone to come in and reacquaint yourselves with your Library.
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Anti-Defamation
lecture announced

Ideas suggested for
registration
Kerri Kivlan
Staff Writer
As I walked down the
hall on the second floor of
Canisius last week, I noticed two
women posting the numbers for
Spring registration. Immediately, I envisioned the hundreds
of students lining up in that very
hallway, waiting for hours on
end to register.
I pictured that annoying scrolling television screen
of closed courses, from which
one can never escape. I thought
to myself, "What is wrong with
Fairfield University?"
Fairfield University is
one of the few schools still living in the days of online registration. Fordham University, a fellow Jesuit institution of comparable quality, (which, by the way,
celebrated the opening of a magnificent new library on Oct. 17),
has instituted a system of computer-assisted registration. Why
hasn' t Fairfield caught on to this
trend of modernization?
Another alternative
method of registration instituted
in schools including the University of Rhode Island, Rutgers

University, and Ohio State Univefsity, is telephone registration. This method allows the
student to remain in the comfort of a residence hall room
while registering-. The student
is required to call a designated
number and, with the help of an
automated system, the student
simply enters in the course numbers of his or her choice.
In this way, the student can calmly look through
the course booklet if any given
course has been closed. There
is no pressure from other students on line or from the Registrar employees waiting for the
student to make his or her selections.
Registration
at
Fairfield is a tedious and
dreaded process for all involved. We, the students, are
left standing in line for hours
frantically flipping through
• course booklets, only to hear
from a frazzled Registrar's office employee that all of our
course choices have already
been closed. Upon hearing this
news, students then have to
search for any class that is still
open and fits his or her schedule.
Computer-assisted

Cipriano's RTM
endorsement
To The Editor:
It is with great enthusiasm that I endorse Chad Peddicord
and Jerry Schlichting for the
Fairfield RTM. Over the past two
years, Jim O'Connor and I have
served on the RTM, representing
both the students and the entire
town of Fairfield. During this
period, we voted on many issues
that had no bearing upon the University. Although, when an ordinance was proposed which would
have had a direct effect upon the
student body, we served as mediators between the town and the
students. In turn, we successfully
defeated the ordinance. Needless
to say, it is crucial that we have
Fairfield students on the RTM.
Having worked extensively with Chad and Jerry, I realize that they have the willingness
and ability to serve as your voice
in the town. Both have significant leadership experience, have
witnessed town government over
the past year, and have the desire
to protect your rights.
Recently, there has been
a suggestion to elect all four students who are running for the
RTM. Based upon conversations
with town leaders and my experience with the town, electing all
four students would have adverse
effects and most likely would pro-

hibit students from ever receiving party support in the future.
It is crucial to have student representation, but in order
to accomplish this, we must have
a positive relationship with the
to wn. If students held four on the
five seats is a relatively small
district, what type of message
would be send to town? This
would be perceived as a "take
over" of the district and would
greatly hurt future plans to elect
students.
Chad and Jerry are running on the Republican ticket.
The local Republican leaders, including First Selectman Paul
Audley and first selectman-nominee Jack McCarthy have illustrated their commitment to working with the students and the University. Their Democratic opponents have not proven this same
desire to establish a relationship
beneficial for all parties.
Chad and Jerry have
shown that they want to represent
you and your interests for the
next two years. It is important
that we re-elect two students to be
your voice in the town. Please
show your support by voting for
Chad and Jerry on Tuesday
Sincerely,
Chris Cipriano '98
RTM - District 4
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registration would be beneficial in more ways than one.
Computers would simply have
to be connected to a common
program, like the one currently
used in the Registrar's Office.
It would certainly be
easier to hook up more computers to this program than it would
be to find more employees to
man the Registrar's computers.
More computers would logically result in a shorter wait for
students and the employees in
the Registrar's Office could concentrate on other matters.
Telephone registration
would also make the registration process a little easier. If
Fairfield can introduce all
phones on campus to the wonderful world of voice mail, the
phone lines can certainly be
hooked up to one common telephone registration system.
One more thing: I
would like to remind all students to be sure that they have
no schedule conflicts and are
fully satisfied with their classes
before they set foot out of the
Registrar's Office. It costs ten
dollars to drop and add a class at
Fairfield University.

Michael Sohn
President ofKadima

On Nov. 11, 1997 at
7pm in the Barone Campus
Center Oak Room, Robert
Leikind, Director of the AntiDefamation League, Connecticut Region will speak about:
"Holocaust Revisionists: What
Do They Want With America's
College Students?"
I have made an effort
to bring him to the University in
response to the Revisionists' attack upon Fairfield over the summer. If you have not heard, over
the summer, one of our faculty
members received a brown paper envelope containing a letter
and video tape.
When this faculty
member played the tape, it
showed a man taking a tour of
the Auschwitz concentration
camp, attempting to disprove
the mass extermination that
took place there during World
War II.
The hour-length video
then makes an effort to refute
the fact that six million Jews
died during the Holocaust, using evidence that the gas cham-

bers at Auschwitz only killed a
few people, and the gas was
primarily used in the death
camps for disinfecting purposes.
After hearing about
this video I did some research of
my own and found out that the
man in the video, as well as the
people who financed it, specifically send their material to colleges and universities.
Within the college or
university they target History
and American Studies Professors, and they buy advertising
space in the school newspaper.
I am writing this letter to ask
you, as members of the Fairfield
University community, to stand
up to such lies and extend this
invitation to all University students.
This video being sent
to Fairfield is a direct assault on
the faculty and the student body
of the University. The students
and faculty need to be informed
that the University is now a target of these lies.
I thank you for all of
your help and I hope to see all of
you on Nov. 11th. This event
will be free and open to the
public. For more information
contact me at 257-4429 or Dr.
Umansky at ext. 2066.

Student supports Paniccia and Franz
To the Editor:
On Nov.4, we will be
making a big decision in electing representatives for the RTM.
We must consider individuals
who will devote time and effort
in being our liaisons to the Town
of Fairfield. We must consider
individuals who will advocate
our needs and the needs of the
district. Most of all we need
individuals who will listen to
our concerns, take our opinions,

>N^

and be our voice in RTM.
Domenic Paniccia and
Mike Franz will best represent
and fight for our concerns in the
RTM. Dom and Mike will respond to the community as a
whole and they will address
those important issues that need
to be resolved. I am assured
Dom and Mike will continue to
improve the line of communication between Fairfield University students, residents, and

the Town of Fairfield. Their
leadership abilities, their
strength, their energy, and their
ability to listen will prove invaluable on the RTM.
I urge you on Nov. 4,
to go out and vote for Domenic
Paniccia and Mike Franz for the
office of RTM.
Nancy Pangilinan'99

^
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brings back your TV faves
Nell Bateman
Assistant A & E Editor

Megan Ferrara
Contributing Writer

There is cable life beyond
MTV. I was introduced to a revolutionary channel that hides amid the high
members of the TV unknown, a place
where viewers rarely venture. When
you do finally venture, there's no turning back. Before you know it, you too
will be addicted to channel 88: the
Game Show Network.
This channel airs constant
game shows anywhere from the 70's
until today. Bob Barker's hair is brown
in some episodes, white in others.
There's no telling what surprises will
pop up each day. Sometimes I am forced
to recall the primitive days when Vanna
actually had to turn the letters manually. There was no cheating years ago
either-no automatic R-S-T-L-N-E business, plus a choice of four more letters.
Then there are the game shows
you forgot even existed, and maybe
they never should have. "The Gong
Show," for example, shows the darker
side of humanity. People sing, dance,
juggle fire or play songs on a leaf or a
saw in front of three judges who have
the option of gonging them off the
stage. "The Joker's Wild," "Tic Tac
Dough," and "Scrabble" are among the
many other shows in which contestants
with feathered hair wear Boy George tshirts.
Old school "Family Feud" will
definitely take you back, as will people
screaming "big bucks," and "no
whammies," on "Press Your Luck."
The omnipresent Dick Clark struts his
stuff on the "10,000 Dollar Pyramid"
and you'll also see him in vintage epi-

sodes of "American Bandstand."
Couple games such as
"Singled Out," "The Dating Game, "
"Love Connection" and "The Newlywed Game " are always a treat to watch
and make fun of, and reruns of "Jeopardy" will make you feel smart as you
recall the answers.
My favorite is the game
"Debt," which is basically "Jeopardy" ,
for morons. Only those with a huge
debt on their heads can be contestants
and their goal is to eliminate their debt
and have the chance to turn their negative debt into a positive sum. The
tuxedo clad host is Wink Martindale,
an absolute tool with a perma-grin
problem.
The finale of "Debt" is the
player's big decision: Before contestants are chosen to be on the program,
they are asked what is their specialty
subject in the world of pop culture. If
they choose to hear the question on
their particular subject, they risk losing all the money they made or they
can double it. The players usually
hear the question, get it wrong, and
are in the hole of $7000 again. It's
very humorous in a pathetic sort of
way.
The network also has news
clips consisting of hilarious game
show bloopers and lessons on how to
beat the buzzer.
Whatever the game, in
whichever time period, the Game
Show Network is "ali play all day."
Tune into channel 88 and join in on
the addicting fun of cheesy game.

As you sit at the dinner party,
us in our lives are searching for someyou find yourself staring across the
thing that we cannot identify. Set in
table, scrutinizing an1984, it offers a lot
other guest. You
of insight into what
wonder what lies bewe seek in our lives
yond all of the small
and explores what
talk and the formaliwe choose to avoid
ties of introduction;
in life.
you wonder who they
"Blue Winare when they go
dow" opens today
home at night. Craig
and runs through
Lucas explores this
Nov. 8 with perforinteresting social dymances Thursday
namic in his play
through Saturday at
"Blue Window," and
8 p.m. and on Satin an upcoming preurday at 2 p.m..
sentation, Theatre
Ticket prices are$3
Fairfield opens with
for senior citizens
its own perspective.
and students with a
A cast of
valid ID; $5 for
seven lets you peer
staff and$10forthe
into the workings of
general public.
Lisa Littlefield '99 and Maggie Gallin '00
a Manhattan dinner
For ticket
party. This inventive
information and
piece plays a good deal with interworeservations, call the Quick Center box
ven dialogue and the notion that all of
office at ext. 4010.

Sunday Nov.2
Pat Benatar
Toad's Place 8 pm $20
Grover Washington, Jr.
Stamford Center for the Arts
7 pm $25-$30
Monday Nov. 3
Seven Mary Three
The Honeydogs
Toad's Place 7:30 pm $12
Tuesday Nov. 4
"Smokey Joe's Cafe"
Stamford Center for the Arts
8pm$25-$55

Thursday Oct. 30
Town Relations Halloween Party
in the Levee at 4 pm
Faculty/Student Roundtahle: "Cuba Today"
School of Nursing Auditorium 4:30 pm
Friday Oct. 31
WPLR Kooks and Spooks Halloween Party
Toad's Place 8 pm $5
Saturday Nov. 1
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center
pre-concert discussion with Orin Grossman
Quick Center 8 pm $25

^

Fairfield University
invites you to explore
the world!

^tYAanvAe^/ ^flusioScocielu'
All Mozart Program |

Study the rich legacy of Britain and live
in a 16th century abbey near Oxford's
"dreaming spires." Spend a summer, a
semester or a year studying in the center
of the historic "cradle of Renaissance
civilization" in Florence, Italy where we
offer a dazzling.variety of courses. Or
immerse yourself in Russian and
European art, music, dance, literature,
history and politics during the White
Nights of Summer in St. Petersburg.

Free pre-concert
folk at 7 PM

■U '-.L.incotn '(c///c7

SAT. NOV.

Our programs offer the opportunity to
combine a solid academic program with
the chance to travel and experience new
cultures. For more information call
Cris Bowers, Tour Assistant, at
(203) 254-4220 or e-mail her at
cbbowers@fair1 .fairfield.edu.

Nov. 1,8 PM

22, 8 PM

PfahXct* ^ tfl OjfVifi.
YOUNG AUDIENCE SERIES
THEATREWORKS/USA

SUN.

Nov. 30,1 &3PM
1

BRING YOUR BIRTHDAY PARTY .
CALL FOR DETAILS

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
Dolan House
Fairfield, CT
06430-5955

Day of show
RUSH tickets
only
$5
for FU
Students
&
Staff
(10 am -

5 pm)

QUICK
CENTER
AT FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
box

www/fa irfield.edu/sce/
studyabroad/studyabroad.htm .

SAT.

50%
Discount at
all times
for
Fairfield
students
and staff

OFFICE:

203-254-4010

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS|
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Kristen Sullivan
A &E Editor
If you've been craving bagels
and not the ones found in Sodexho or
the Stag, try "Hanging out with Einstein
Bros!" as the bagel shop's logo suggests.
Einstein Bros. Bagels moved
onto B lack Rock Turnpike last May and
their bagels, coffees, and ambience have
been attracting the locals ever since.
The atmosphere is a cross between
Starbucks and Dunkin Donuts. They
have a large selection of muffins, bagels, and specialty coffees and teas at
reasonable prices.
"We have a wider variety than
Dunkin Donuts. We have a whole line
of sandwiches, soups and salads. We.
have all different types of cream
cheeses, so I think that we have a very
wide variety of items," Julie Agro,
Enstein Bros. Bagel manager said.
Einstein Bros. Bagels offers
bagels by the bucket. You can get a half
dozen bagels and a cream cheese spread
for $4.99 or a baker's dozen of bagels
and two cream cheese spreads for $8.99.

With over 18 different bagels
and 12 types of cream cheese, Einstein
Bros. Bagels' ads proclaims, "We think
we have the best bagels & cream cheese, •
the best coffee, the best salads, and the
best sandwiches."
Einstein Bros. Bagels are confident in their cream cheese, so they offer
your money back if you're not satisfied.
And the cream cheese is good. It's not
heavy and the variety of flavors definitely complement the bagel selection.

Bagel melts, pizza melts and
bagel sandwiches, including hummus and
lox are available at Einstein Bros. Bagels.
They have muffins* such as lowfat lemon
poppyseed, wild acres blueberry, old fashioned banana nut, and (a very chocolately)
chocolate chip.
After eating all these treats, why
not try one of Melvyn's specialty drinks?
Cafe Mocha, Intellicino, Almond Delight,
and hot cocoa top the list of hot beverages. While you're filling up, bring in
any competitor's coffee mug, and Einstein
Bros, will replace it with a mug of their
own. For 75 cents, they will fill your new
travel mug with your beverage of choice.
And for Halloween, Einstein
Bros. Bagels is offering pumpkin bagels,
termed "Ba-ghouls" and "Scream Cheese"
a pumpkin cheesecake. The bagels are
available in buckets which feature Melvyn
and Elmo Einstein dressed in Halloween
attire.
The Fairfield chain of Einstein
Bros. Bagels is one of 500 nationwide
stores located in 28 states.
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Ann Marie Spota
Staff Writer
If you go down to the beach on
a Wednesday night at eight o'clock, you
can stop by the Lighthouse to see my five
housemates and I planted in front of the
television watching our favorite show.
Most of you probably know I'm talking
about Aaron Spelling's hit, • "Beverly
Hills 90210." My friends and I watch
this show every week without fail, but
not because we think it's a great show, or
even because of the quality of acting for
that matter. We watch it to follow the
absurd story lines and marvel over the
ridiculous situations the characters manage to'get themselves into. Here is a
glimpse at someof the unrealistic things
that have happened on Beverly Hills thi s
season and in the past.
"Beverly Hills, 90210," Aaron
Spelling's hit television show has been
on the air for a number of seasons. We
watched the cast of the show go through
four years of high school, four years of
college, and now, working, since they
are a few months out ofcollege. Despite
the hard to believe situations these characters have faced, they have managed to
remain friends, and that is what keeps
viewers interested in the storyline. We
can't wait to see what's going to happen
next week so we always tune in.
Some of the ridiculous situations to which have arisen over the years
include the simple fact that in some way
they have all over lapped boyfriends or
girlfriends. This is the first thing that
perturbs me. I also can' t understand how
Valerie slept with every male character
besides Jim Walsh, and Kelly is the only
one that hates her.
Kelly is the other character I
don't understand. I find it hard to believe
that she and Brenda, her "best friend",
managed to remain friends after Brenda

returned home from Europe to find that
Kelly had been sleeping with Dylan,
Brenda's boyfriend. Brenda and Kelly
stopped speaking with Dylan for about
four episodes and then they made up
although Kelly was now dating Dylan. I
guess it is admirable that they have such
a "liberal" friendship, but I just find the
situation ridiculous.
Kelly also dated a coke-head

were "best friends". •
This leads me to mention some
of the men on the show who Valerie has
slept with. I'll also mention their current
girlfriends or the girls they were dating
when Valerie slept with them. These
include Steve and Dylan simultaneously,
Brandon (Kelly's current boyfriend),
David (Donna's current boyfriend), Ray,
(Donna's boyfriend at the time), Colin

We watch it to follow the absurd
story lines and marvel over the
ridiculous situations the characters manage to get themselves into.
artist named Colin. Colin got Kelly hooked
on cocaine, but of course, under the
leadership of Brandon (Brenda's brown
nosing twin brother) the gang came to
Kelly's rescue and checked her into rehab. While in rehab, Kelly was able to
watch the live coverage of Colin being
chased by the police (just like O.J. Simpson
had a few years earlier). This time it
wasn't the gang .who came to Colin's
rescue; instead it was Valerie who began
sleeping with Colin right after Kelly was
out of the way and in rehab. Valerie felt
justified in what she was doing because
Colin was her ex-crush from the eight
grade.
This began the hatred between
Kelly and Valerie. Granted that Kelly is a
martyr at times, these girls are constantly
at each other's throats. I guess Kelly isn't
as forgiving as Brenda was with her a few
years earlier. After all, Kelly and Brenda

(when Kelly was in rehab), Kenny (a
married man who Valerie said got her
pregnant when he really didn't), a new
rich guy who is one of his clients, and
most recently Noah (who the gang met
when they were in Hawaii and of course,
immediately adopted him). It was only
natural that since Noah was new, Valerie
had to christen him.
The trip to Hawaii took place
during this season's premiere. Donna had
to travel to Hawaii for her job, so of
course, the gang tagged along for a vacation. Kelly was starting a new job that
week, so she wasn't able to go. Two days
before they returned, Kelly surprised the
gang by showing up in Hawaii where they
celebrated her birthday. While'the rest of
the gang was picking up souvenirs in the
hotel gift shop, Valerie was off picking up
a souvenir of her own: Noah who now
lives on Donna's parents boat in Beverly

Hills.
When the gang was leaving the
airport in California, Kelly and Brandon
never made it back to Casa Walsh because Kelly was caught in the line of fire
of a drive-by shooting. For someone who
was shot in the stomach, I can't understand why Kelly got amnesia, but she did.
They first realized that Kelly had amnesia
when she regained consciousness and had
no idea who Brandon (her boyfriend)
was. As you can imagine, Brandon was
devastated by this and was more upset to
learn that Kelly had developed an interest
in Noah. Kelly gradually began to remember things, and she finally remembered who Brandon was. Things are now
back to normal with the happy couple, but
as usual, the show wouldn't be the same
without some sort of controversy.
Valerie and Donna are personal
assistants to wealthy people and things
were going great until Donna found out
that Valerie was stabbing her in the back
and taking credit for her work. The two
had a confrontation on last week's episode, and Donna slapped Valerie in the
face. David is going bankrupt at the After
Dark. My guess is that Valerie will go
back to work with him now that she and
Donna are fighting. This will cause trouble
in paradise for Donna and David, but
we'll just have to stay tuned to see what
happens.
Although the acting is not very
good, and the things that happen on the
show are sometimes hard to believe, the
show is entertaining and something to
watch on a Wednesday night. Don't just
take my word for it, if you don't already,
tune in to Fox every Wednesday night at
eight o'clock so you too can catch the
gang in action.
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Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
With midterms crushing student morale, a road trip may be in
order. A journey to Washington, D.C.
offers a plethora of possibilities for
fun, relaxation, and intellectual stimulation.
Where else can you see the
Star Spangled Banner, the Hope Diamond, and innumerable tributes to
our nation's patriots? D.C. has lots to
offer anyone who has a minimal or an
extensive interest in American history, politics, and national treasures.
The city's Metro system
offers efficient transportation between sites at nominal fees and the
service and cleanliness are exceptional, especially compared to other
major U.S. cities.
The Metro offers visitors
and residents access to D.C. and its

suburbs in Maryland and Virginia. The
Metro's color coded system makes
travel easy from points such as
Georgetown, Rosslyn, and Arlington.
Once travel is taken care of,
head over to one of the Smithsonian's

Photo: K.Sullivan
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many buildings. The collection of buildings that
comprise
the
Smithsonian will astound
visitors because they are
extensive and interesting.
Visiting the Smithsonian
over the course of a week
would not be enough because there is too much
to absorb. Luckily, visitors will not be absorbing the cost, since admission is free-quite a bonus
for college students.
The
Smithsonian exhibits include political campaign
memorabilia, artwork,
Eli Whitney's cotton gin,
the gowns worn by first
ladies, war memorabilia,
and precious gems.
There seems to be a section of the Smithsonian
devoted to every aspect
of American life since the

nation came into being.
After mystifying yourself at the
Smithsonian, check out the Lincoln Memorial, the Washington Monument, and the
Jefferson Memorial. These comprise three
architectural masterpieces that literally serve

Photo: K.Sullivan

as beacons to Washington, D.C.
Once again, admission is free and
the beauty and patriotism are mesmerizing.
The White House and the Capitol Building
are D.C. standards not to be missed, at least

Photo: K.Sullivan

raduate studies are the best
prescription for career advancement
The Bouvd College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences at Northeastern University offers graduate studies for those who want to excel in a healthrelated profession.
You'll be taught by faculty who have distinguished themselves in both teaching and research. Your studies wuTbe enriched through Bouve's
affiliations with some of Boston's finest medical research facilities. Study may lead to a master's degree, certificate of advanced graduate study
(CAGS), or doctoral degree. Most programs are offered on a part-time as well as a full-time basis. For your convenience, courses meet in the
later afternoon and early evening.
For more information, call Mary Beth at (617) 373-2708 or fax (617) 373-4701 or write Graduate School, Bouve College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences, 203 Mugar Life Sciences Building, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

Saturday, November 1st, 9:00 -12:00 pm, 3rd Floor, Curry Student Center
Counseling Psychology, Rehabilitation and Special
Education:
Master of Science
• Applied Behavior Analysis
• Applied Educational Psychology
School Counseling
School Psychology
• Rehabilitation Counseling
• College Student Development & Counseling
Master of Science in Counseling Psychology
Master of Science in Education
• Intensive Special Needs
■ Special Needs
Certificate in Early Intervention
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study
• Counseling Psychology
• School Psychology

Doctor of Philosophy
• Counseling Psychology
• School Psychology
Communication Disorders:
Master of Science
• Audiology
• Speech-Language Pathology
Certificate in Early Intervention
Health Professions:
Master of Science
• Clinical Exercise Physiology
• Perfusion Technology
Master of Health Professions
• General Option
• Health Policy
• Physician Asuitant (previous
admission PA Certificate
program required)
• Regulatory Toxicology

J

Area Theaters
Bridgeport
Showcase

339-7171
Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151
Fairfield

ATTEND OUR OPEN HOUSE
Graduate Programs and Degrees

for the photo opportunities. White
House tours are offered daily and twice
a year, the gardens are included in the
tour.
With the patriotism flowing,
don't miss the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, the Korean War Memorial, and
the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at
Arlington National Cemetery which is
also the burial site of President John F.
Kennedy. The serenity and respect that
emanate from these landmarks renew
the American spirit.
Not to be missed is the Holocaust Museum. It offers a glimpse of
the lives of those persecuted during the
Holocaust. Admission is free, as are
tickets for the films, but advance tickets can be purchased to guarantee seating at specific show times. The museum is self-guided, like most of the
museums in D.C, but maps are provided.
Keep in mind that Washington, D.C. is not a city that can be seen
thoroughly in matter of days. Sample
spatterings of the nation's capital and
you'll walk away wanting to return
again soon and explore the city further.

Biomedical Science:
Master of Science
• General Biomedical Science with
specializations in Pharmaceutics,
Toxicology and General
• Medical Laboratory Science
• Medicinal Chemistry
• Pharmacology
Doctor of Philosophy
• Biomedical Science with specializations in:
Medical Laboratory Science
Medicinal Chemistry
Pharmaceutics
Pharmacology
Toxicology
Interdisciplinary

Bouve" College
ftl of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
'if Northeastern University

Community
255-6555
Milford Showcase
878-5600

Trumbull Marquis
365-6500
Westport Fine Arts
227-33245
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Acousti plays solo in Levee debut
Brian Kelly
Staff Writer
On Friday, Oct. 24, Tom
Acousti made his debut to the Fairfield
masses at the Levee. Sharing the stage
only with his Takamine acoustic guitar
and one of the University's Clavinova
keyboards, he played with a conviction
and spirit kindred to Dave Matthews and
Billy Joel.
This solo arrangement has been
the tale of Tom Acousti's career. Born
Thomas Acousti, he began at age 13
playing in a professional band doing
weddings, etc. As he got older, he played
in a few bands in the Los Angeles club
circuit. Upon seeing that he was burning
out from living it up in the fabulous 80' s,
he changed coasts. The northeast offered
him many opportunities to hone his chops
in the ski lodges, covering the Eagles,
Jackson Brown, James Taylor, and the
like for minimal money.
This was where he learned the
solo side of musicianship. He began to
wind his way into the college scene and

out of the lodges and bars.
"I always wanted to do my own
music," Acousti said. "I was pushing it
into bars, but I could slide it into colleges,"
Acousti said.
And slide he does, from one end
of the fretboard to the other playing as
though he were the whole band. His right
hand is where a lot of the action comes
from. By muting his strings at the bridge in
places with the rhythm, his plane takes on
a percussive feel. Yet at the same time, his
pick is arpeggiating the chords played in
between strums; skipped string runs and
pulloffs continue the variety.
So by keeping a strong rhythmic
feel, playing chords, and leading them
together while he sings, he is a one man
band. But the talent does not end there.
Almost half of Acousti's set is played with
a piano. Here he shows his craft at being
the charismatic bar player off in the corner, or the great life of the party.
Playing to the college crowd has
opened Acousti to another type of venue,
which he loves-the theatre. While the atmosphere of a student pavilion like the

Levee offers its own challenges, students are used to hanging out at the
Levee; but how many would have gone
to the Quick Center? Promotion of an
unknown name is difficult for a theatre.
But it also offers a quality not found in a
bar setting. Acousti plays to a captive
audience with the attitude that the reason
he is going solo currently is an economical one.
"The game right now is to try to
make the tours as compact as possible, so
I can get back to doing all the things a
musician wants to do," Acousti said.
One of those things is preparing an album for November in New
York. As of now, it could be either a full
length album, or just an EP with heavy
distribution. This choice depends upon
how much money is available at the
time. There are hopes of using an EP to
bring more money in the form of a big
record deal.
He said he has received a few
offers from smaller labels, but he is holding out for something bigger.
His greatest wish would be to
tour with the band that he will record
with. But it is not economically possible;

FUSA's Halloween
Weekend
In the Levee...
Friday Oct. 31
hypnotist Robert

FUSA FILMS

Channing 9 pm

Halloween Double Feature
Scream and The Shining
Friday 8 pm, $2

Saturday Nov. 1
The Jon Carmen
Band 10 pm

Scream
Saturday 10pm
Sunday 3 pm and 9 pm

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVEALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.

,__j

GO STAGS!

■ /• I Kevin

Kiley
BOARD OF FINANCE /

TIAA-CREF.
When it comes to planning a comfortable
future, over 1.9 million of America's best

Reports: Stf.OO per page
Over 50,000 topics & clippings.
Materials for research
assistance use only!
6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.
2ND FLOOR, RM. 209
Los ANGELES. CA 90028
Hours: Mon-Fii 10:30am-6pm
Saturdays, 1 lam~4pm
Custom Research available
Visa/MOAmcx/Fax

Call Today!
1-800-356-9001

comfortable and secure tomorrow. From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated Traditional Annuity"

and brightest count on TIAA-CREF. With $200

to the additional growth opportunities of our vari-

billion in assets, we're the world's largest retire-

able investment accounts, you'll find the flexibility

ment company, the nation's leader in customer sat-

and diversity you need to help you meet your

0

isfaction, and the overwhelming choice of people

long-term goals. And they're all backed by some

in education, research and related fields.

of the most knowledgeable investment managers

The reason? For nearly 80 years, TIAA-CREF
has introduced intelligent solutions to America's

Speedy Research

he calls the band members "world class
players," but right now he is not making
the money needed to pay them. He feels
that getting radio airplay would do this.
At times, he will do a show with
a backing band or companion. For a while
he played with guitarist Teel. During that
period, Teel was there for about seventy
percent of the shows.
"I always booked the gigs just
Tom Acousti, and if I bring someone, fine;
if I don't, fine. I leave it that way so I have
the flexibility," Acousti said.
On those dates when Teel did not
accompany him, he was terrified at first,
not having someone else to back him up
after three months or so. But Acousti is
now adjusted to changing back and forth
between formats.
"When I play with the band for a
while and then lose the band, its like, 'Ah,
freedom,'" said Acousti.
For now, Tom Acousti can be
found on three albums-Process of Elimination (1989), Only (1991), and the discontinued live album, The Happy Bus. For
more information, try http://iuma.com, the
site for the Internet Underground Music
Archive.

in the industry.
To learn more about the world's premier

long-term planning needs. We pioneered portable

retirement organization, speak to one of

benefits. We invented the variable annuity and

our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776

helped popularize the very concept of stock invest-

(8 a.m.-ll p.m. ET weekdays). Or better still,

ing for retirement planning.

speak to one of your colleagues. Find out why,

Today, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers an
impressive range of ways to help you create a

when it comes to planning fortomorrow, great
minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it*

'Baaed OB ■ survey conducted in 1995 by an independent organiwnon in which 9CTb of respondent) expressed overall satisfaction with TIAA-CREF.
**TIAA n one of only a handful of companiei that currently hold the highest marks from the nation't leading independent rating agencies for stability, sound investments, claims-paying
ability, and overall financial strength: A** (Superior), AM. Best Co.; AAA Duff ft Phelps; Aaa. Moody s Investor! Service; AAA. Standard and Poor's. TIAA's guarantees are bached
by ib cUiras-payiiig abtliry. These rahnm
are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Service*. Inc
For more complete information, including charges and expenses call 1 900 643-2731 extension 5509. for the prospectuses Read the prospectuses carefully before you invest or send money.
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Player Profile: One-on-One with Page Driscoll
Rachael Amara
Staff Writer
As Page Driscoll sat in the
empty room of Canisius 10, she couldn't
help but reminisce about days gone by at
Fairfield, as would any senior about to
fall into the clutches of the real world.
Driscoll is from Pennsylvania where her
two older sisters and younger brother
live along'with her parents. She started
playing basketball when she was about
ten. "I just fell into it and from the time
I started it was something. I loved," she
said with a smile.
Driscoll has attended Fairfield
all four years and has collected many
memories which sill stay with her forever. "The thing I'll miss most are my
friends and what I'll take with me is a
wonderful education and I'm grateful
for that. But Fairfield gave me more
than that. It made me work hard for
something I wanted, and in the end I'll
feel like I earned the education I was
given.".
Drsicoll is one of a small number of students athletes at Fairfield. This
title carries with it what seems to be a
great deal of weight but more importantly, a great deal of responsibility.
Driscoll leads what many would call a
double life, one on and one off the court.
But this rigorous practice schedule,
classes, studying, and an internship has

taught her how to manage her time.
"Basketball has disciplined me
and made me more responsible. It taught
me to budget my time but it also allowed
me to meet a lot of great people. I play
basketball, but first I am a student. Basketball is like my second life, although it
carries a great deal of weight as far as my
own personal sense of satisfaction.
People depend on me: my teammates,
my coaches, my classmates, my teachers, and this experience of being an athlete at Fairfield has taught me how to
meet all of these demands, keeping in
mind the importance of succeeding at
each one."
When Driscoll first started looking at schools, she narrowed it down to
Fairfield rather quickly. "I really wanted
to play basketball in college and some of
the schools that I was considering at first,
although they had great reputations, I
just couldn't see myself playing there or
being there. But when I came to Fairfield,
I knew it would be where I fit, both as a
student and as an athlete."
Receiving a full scholarship was
a huge plus, but Driscoll saw it as an
opportunity to do something she loved
and get rewarded for it at the same time.
Basketball is a sport that begins in the
fall and continues throughout the year.
That includes the post season and certain
commitments during the summer.
Driscoll's take on the situation is that, "It

Women's Basketball team tri-captain Page
Driscoll
Photo: Tom DiMartino
does seem a bit unfair that there isn't more
equality among athletes that put in just as
much time and hard work as we do. But the
team really does pull their weight as individuals in that the commitment and contract we made was binding and year round."
Driscoll explained that their commitment to basketball can take up anywhere from 18-24 hours per week.
Driscoll's opinion of the accusations that
Fairfield is concentrating on athletics more

than academics is justified by this argument.
"Fairfield University has a 100%
graduation rate for athletes, and if these
study halls were not enforced with vigor
and potential for punishment which they
are, that percentage might drop as well as
the academic reputation of this institution.
But that is something Fairfield will not
allow to happen. So how has Fairfield lost
sight of its investment in education?"
Driscoll's best advice to those
students who aren't graduating in the
spring, and even to those who are, taking
info account the struggles of the outside
world of course, is, "if you have a problem
with something, let people know. Don't
wait until it grows and is eventually finished. We are all students here at Fairfield,
before we are athletes or whatever other
activities we participate in. Without the
educational foundation which we are receiving now, there would be no college
athletics. We will all walk away from
Fairfield with an education that we made
for ourselves what it was. We all have the
ability to make our own decisions and
everyone has the ability to excel at something they love, and this can only mean
good things for Fairfield Alumni. But we
have to help it and allow it to start to grow
now, every aspect of this university's life
contributes to its survival."

INSTANT CREDIT
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Rugby bullies Bulldogs &
captures berth in "Big
Volleyball wins 2nd consecutive MAAC
Dance"
regular season crown
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Brad Tarr
Assistant Sports Editor

George Hemmer
Contributing Writer

It must be something in the
water at Fairfield. I mean first it's the
women's soccer team capturing their third
regular season MAAC title in six years.
And then it's volleyball's turn. "En fuego"
as of late, there was little reason to believe
that they wouldn't walk off the court at St.
Peter's last Sunday with their second consecutive MAAC regular season title.
Things didn't look good in the early
going as the Stags found themselves down
two games to the Peahens. Fairfield had
handled Columbia fairly easily on the
Wednesday prior, and a win over conference foe Manhattan on Saturday not only
ran the Stags' record to 22-4 overall, but
moved them to 8-0 in conference. Now,
they were on the verge of blowing the
most important match of the year. The
one that decided who the champion would
be.
"I wasn't as surprised by what they
were throwing at us, than I was by our
failure to be executing and doing the
things that we had to do to win," head
coach Todd Kress said. "For example,
Liz Bower ('00; co-captain), who is basically our quarterback on the floor, was
struggling both mentally and physically
during the first two games."
Whatever the Stags were going
through, they snapped out of it in a hurry. •
Six players were able to tally at least ten
kills, including co-captain Jen
McLaughlin '00, and freshman standouts
Sara Lein and Corrine Carlson, who finished with 14, 16, and 19, respectively.
The Stags weren't too shabby in the dig
category either. Four players were in
double-digits. Lein, Carlson, and
McLaughlin, tallied 42 between them,
and Melanie Bussanich '00 blew up with
13 of her own. Liz Bower, after a pep talk
from Kress before game three, spent the
rest of the match letting St. Peter's know
why she's the best setter in MAAC conference. She finished with 64 assists.
"In terms of Liz, I told her to get back
to the basics and to not adjust to the
middles, but rather, let them adjust to
her," Kress said. "Everyone made the
proper adjustments including our middles.
They ended up hitting over .350 for the
match." .
After the match, one would think that
the Stags would be absolutely ecstatic
even though their goals for the season go'
well beyond winning the regular season
conference championship. However, depending on" who you ask, one might get a
couple of different accounts of the team's
reaction after the stellar victory.
"There were mixed emotions among
the team after the match. Some were
happy and relieved, and yet there were
others who were still not satisfied," Kress
said. "I personally had mixed emotions,
but anytime you go into somebody else's
gym and come back from being down two
games, it's big. I was really impressed
with their mental fortitude."
Bower had a little different view on the
outcome. "I got a really sick feeling in the
middle of the second game. It was the
same feeling that I got last year after we
lost to Siena in the MAAC tournament,"
Bower said. "But after we one, everyone
was elated. We were yelling and screaming; it was awesome. We realized that it
was a huge victory, but at the same time
we realized that this was just the begin-

The Fairfield University men's
rugby team has been very busy the past
few weekends. Besides being named
Rugby Magazine's best looking team in
the Northeast, the ruggers completed an
undefeated regular season and won the
New England Southern Conference
championship. The red ruggers defeated
Trinity College on Oct. 11 by a score of
29-25 and closed their season by trouncing Yale 34-10 on Oct. 18.
The ruggers were plagued by
penalties and turnovers throughout the
Trinity match, but in true championship

literally walked all over the highly intelligent but physically inferior Ivy Leaguers. The forwards were led by senior
captain Brendan Delaney, whose inspired
play can only be attributed to his unique,
but effective, pregame warm-up.
"Basically, he eats his weight in
Twinkies, and then stretches out," teammate Joe Simpson said. "I don't understand it, but it really seems to work."
Besides the exciting play of
Delaney, excellent games were turned in
by Mike "I'm in love" Rybicki, Mark
"back in the saddle" Ridder, and Pat "D.C.
rules" Tynan. Scores were registered by
Andrew "about time" Mahat, Steven
"guido smurf' Takla, Rick "hard stuff
Feltre, and Dave Bae.
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Melanie Bussanich has been an integral
component to the Stags' success this
season.
ning. We regard this victory and the
regular season MAAC championship as
being our first major stepping stone of
the season."
The Stags had a match against another Ivy league opponent in the form of
the Harvard Crimson on Wednesday,
which was being played after this paper
went to print. This weekend the Stags
must head to Cincinnati, Ohio, to take on
two tough non-conference opponents. On
Saturday night, the Stags go up against
the Bearcats of the University of Cincinnati. Before returning to the hallowed
court of Alumni Hall, they must also play
the Xavier Musketeers on Sunday.
This weekend is sure to be a special
one for one-third of the Stags' roster and
both coaches as well. You see, they all
have ties to the Cincinnati area, having
either gone to school or been raised there.
"I think that the trip will be great for
some of our players who grew up there,
and it will be extremely odd for me
having played volleyball at Cincinnati
for four years," Kress said. "This trip
gives those players a chance to prove a
lot of people wrong. The same people
who didn't bother to recruit them when
they were in high school."
"I'm unbelievably excited to go back,"
Bower said. "And besides, I'm not complaining about the free trip home."
This season is far from over as far as
anyone who is associated with the team
is concerned. They have already accomplished one of their goals, but they still
have a couple more to go before they can
consider the season to be a complete
success.
"I'm happy that the girls weren't satisfied with the regular season championship. My goal is to have them recognize
all of the hard work that's at hand when
they enter the MAAC, and hopefully
NCAA, tournaments," Kress said. "It's
a must if we want to accomplish our
remaining goals."
For those people who are interested,
there will be a bus going to Siena for the
MAAC tournament, which is being held
on the weekend of November 15-16.'
They need at least 40 people however, in
order to fill the bus. If you're interested,
please contact Joe Powers @ ext. 2102,
or Todd Kress @ ext. 2362. The team
will gladly appreciate your support.

Joe Simpson (left) and Chris Post (right) battle for a loose ball.
form they regrouped and held on for the
win. The team's sloppy play was overshadowed by the performance of freshman fullback Pedro "say it ain't so"
Cosimelle. After being rescued by his
teammates from an unruly mob trying to
bring him to Boston, Pedro showed his
gratitude by scoring two tries in only his
second start of the season. Other scores
were added by Rob "$5" Gallagher, Chris
"nosebleed" Post, and Dave "mama's
darling" Bae. The narrow but welldeserved victory put Fairfield at 4-0 for
the season and in need of one more win
before being crowned Southern Conference champions.
That win came against the Yale
Bulldogs in New Haven on Parent's
Weekend. The ruggers started off sluggish and were down at the half by a score
of 10-7. But once the ruggers realized
they were letting down their parents,
who traveled so far to see them, they
responded with 24 unanswered points.
The Bulldogs were no match for the size
and speed of Fairfield's scrum, which

The win over Yale gave Fairfield
its first-ever Southern Conference title
and a chance for the men's rugby team to
compete in the New England Rugby Union
Division II Championship.
"I am really excited for them,"
red ruggers mandatory bus chaperone
Doug Pritts said. "They really played
excellent rugby, and on the road, they
were well-behaved. They kept their heads
and arms inside the bus at all times and
each player was awarded a gold star for
his behavior. Kevin Norton was even
elected bus safety monitor. Everyone in
the Athletic Department should be proud
of them."
The ruggers have outscored their
opponents 106-56 this season and finished undefeated for the first time in eight
years. This will be Fairfield's first trip to
the New England Championship, which
is equivalent to college basketball's sweet
sixteen. The ruggers are excited to be
going to rugby's "Big Dance," which
will take place in Keene, New Hampshire
this weekend, and hope to bring home
Fairfield's first rugby championship.

Home games
Field Hockey vs. Brown
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
Football vs. Siena
Saturday, 7 p.m.
Men's Soccer vs. Iona
Monday, 7 p.m.
Volleyball vs. St. John's
^^^^^^^Vednesday^^m^^^
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Field Hockey sticks it
to Bison
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
With a team comprised of three
juniors, four sophomores, and nine freshmen, Fairfield University Field Hockey
coach Jackie Leonard is not terribly concerned with the Stag's uninspiring, 5-11
overall record. What's more important to
Leonard is the vast improvement her
young team has made in just one season.
"Our 31 goals this season is equal
to what we have scored in the last three
seasons combined," Leonard said. "We
have a solid freshman class and we've
played with a lot of desire all year. Everybody that's out there wants to be out there,
and that really makes a difference."
Junior Jodie Kuczarski and
freshman Carrie Flammia have carried
the offensive load for the Stags this season with six goals each, while Adrienne
Williamson and Mary Tortora have also
helped Fairfield offensively by setting up
several scoring opportunities. Sophomore goalie Kandiss Kulp has done an
admirable job this year after a stellar
freshman season, as she has a 2.69 Goals
Against Average, and two shutouts thus
far this season.
This past Saturday, the Stags
recorded their first Patriot League win of
the year with a dramatic, 3-2 win over
Bucknell. Defense kept Fairfield in this
game, as the Stags held Bucknell scoreless on 28 penalty corners. Kuczarski led
the defensive charge, as she had seven
interceptions and six block tackles, good
for Patriot League Defensive Player of
the Week honors. Hillary Whitney's
break-away goal in the game's closing
minutes broke a 2-2 tie and proved to be
the game-winner for Fairfield.
"It was a great win for us be-
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Adrienne Williamson has been a major
part of Fairfield's offensive success.
cause we've been shutout by Bucknell in
each of the last three-seasons," Leonard
said. "It was nice to get a little revenge.
This loss kept them out of the Patriot
League Tournament."
Fairfield did not qualify for next
week's league championship, but with
another year of experience, Leonard is
confident about her team's chances of
qualifying in 1998.
"I'm very optimistic about next
season," Leonard said. "Everyone will
be back, and we should get a few more
solid recruits to help us out depth-wise."
The Stags will wrap-up the 1997
season this week with a pair of intriguing
matches against nationally-ranked competition. Fairfield will travel to Dartmouth
on Sunday before taking on Brown at
home on Tuesday.

Cross country ready for run
at MAAC championship
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
With the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference championships looming just one week away, winning, for
once, was not the top priority for the
Fairfield University cross country team
at the five-team Marist Invitational this
past weekend.
"This was more of a workout
than a serious, competitive race," head
coach Phil Schuchert said. "We tried to
have our top guys relax a bit and pull
along the second pack. Everyone ran
pretty well for the most part."
On the men's side, Fairfield's
47-point total was good for second place,
25 points behind the host team, Marist.
Freshman James Butler was the first runner across the finish line for the Stags, as
he finished second overall with a time of
16:48 on the3.1 milecourse. Dan Whitney
(17:00) and Ken Poli (17:15) were the
next best runners for the Stags, as they
finished sixth and seventh respectively.
"We're about as evenly matched
as we can be with Marist," Schuchert
said. "It will be interesting to see how

things turn out in next week's MAAC
championship."
With four runners shelved with
an assortment of injuries, the women's
team struggled to a fifth place overall
finish. Brooke Mikesell was Fairfield's
top runner, as she finished at 23:02. Beth
Haserick was next across the finish line
for the Stags with a time of 23:22. Rachel
Borek (24:03) also ran well, but fell off
the pace a bit when she slipped on the wet
ground and fell while running down a
hill.
"Once again, we
weren't at 100 percent on the women's
side," Schuchert said. "We tried to treat
this race as practice, and focused on
getting prepared for the MAAC championship this weekend.."
This Sunday, the Stags will
travel to the Bronx, New York to stake
their claim at the coveted MAAC crown.
"Sunday is the main focus of
our season," Schuchert said. "We have
a very good shot at winning on the men's
side, and if everyone gets healthy on the
women's side, we should be able to improve on last year's last place perfor-'
mance."

Athletes of the Week
Chris Silvestri

Jodie Kuczarski

Silvestri, a free
safety on the football team, exploded
in the Stags' 21-14
win over Canisius
last Saturday. The
junior from New
Canaan, CT, not
only made 14
tackles to pace the
Fairfield defense,
but he also managed two interceptions as well. The
win moved
Fairfield to 5-2
overall & 2-2 in the
MAAC.

Kuczarski, a junior
forward from
Somers, CT, led the
field hockey team to
their first conference
victory last Saturday. Her seven interceptions & six
blocked shots, not
only paced the Stags
in a 3-2 win over
Bucknell, but those
totals were also good
enough to earn her
the Patriot League
field hockey Defensive Player of the
Week award.

Stags not just good, they're
golden
Football tops Canisius for third straight win
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
The light breeze and partly
cloudy skies that prevailed at Canisius'
Alumni Stadium in Buffalo this past Saturday were welcomed weather conditions
for Fairfield's football game against
Canisius. That's because in last season's
contest against the Golden Griffins, the
Stags were washed away by torrential
downpours, high winds, and a tough
Canisius defense, as Fairfield managed
just 215 yards of total offense in a disappointing 21-0 loss.
But this time around, Fairfield
poured it on, as the Stags ran up 365 yards
in total offense and limited Canisius to
just one offensive touchdown en route to
a 21-14 victory. The win was Fairfield's
third straight, and raised its record to 5-2
overall, and 2-2 in the MAAC.
"We knew this one would be
one hell of a struggle," head coach Kevin
Kiesel said. "They have a great defense,
but we played outstanding offense, maybe
the best I've seen this so far this season."
Sophomore free safety Chris
Silvestri anchored the Fairfield defensive
unit with a tremendous individual effort.
Silvestri had 14 tackles and two interceptions, earning him MAAC defensive
player of the week honors.
"I think he is one of the best allaround players in the league," Kiesel said.
"He hits, tackles, returns punts, and he
could probably even step right in and be a
great running back. He's just a tremendous athlete."
Despite limiting Canisius to just
170 yards of total offense, the game stayed
close from start to finish. The Stags
trailed 14-13 midway through the fourth
quarter before mounting the game-win-

ning scoring drive. Things looked bleak
for the Stags when a fourth down pass fell
incomplete deep in their own territory.
But pass interference was called on the
play, giving Fairfield new life and a first
down on its own 39-yard line. Five plays
later, quarterback lim Lopusznick connected with Steven Hadley in the endzone for a 26-yard touchdown with just
3:04 left to play.
"Jim had a tough game," Kiesel
said of his sophomore quarterback, who
threw three interceptions. "But he was
able to suck it up and take us down the
field on that last drive. He made the big
plays when we needed them."
Lopusznick got Fairfield on the
scoreboard first, as his one-yard touchdown run late in the first quarter gave the
Stags a 7-0 lead. But disaster stuck for
Fairfield on its next possession. Fairfield
had the ball on the Canisius 13-yard line
and looked poised to score once again
until the ball squirted loose on a botched
pitch from Lopusznick to running back
Dwayne Fowlkes. Golden Griffins' linebacker Max Kerry scooped the ball up
and raced 87 yards for a touchdown to
close the gap to 7-6 as the first quarter
came to a close.
"We were able to settle down
after the fumble," Kiesel said. "Even
though we couldn' t score because of turnovers, we moved the ball down the field
and started to take control."
Sherrod Duncan had 147 yards
on 29 carries to lead the Fairfield rushing
attack, while Eric Wise caught six passes
for 102 yards.
This Saturday, the Stags will
play their final home game of 1997, as
they square-off against Siena. Game time
is set for 7 p.m. at Alumni Field.
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Stags chase down Greyhounds
2-1 win caps undefeated MAAC regular season for
women s soccer
Paul Pennelli
Staff Writer
Last Friday, the
Fairfield University women's
soccer team reached the pinnacle of its season thus far,
when it defeated Loyola College. The 2-1 victory raised the
Stags to 9-0 in MAAC play,
and 14-3 overall, and clinched
the MAAC regular season title.
The Stags then improved their
final regular season record to
15-3 after beating Colgate University later in the week.
Fairfield was coming
off a week off when it took on
Loyola, and this may have contributed to their slow start. Both
the defense and the offense
shared the responsibility for
Fairfield's dismal first half. The
defense, which had played so
well the previous week, was
not marking Loyola's forwards
well. The offense was disjointed, and the midfielders
could not string passes together
with the forwards. In addition
to this problem, Abby Allan
was playing tentatively because
of her sore back.
Butasusual, the Stags
pulled things together for the
second half. Coach Piechocki
went with a three-player front
line, with Kelli Hurley, Colleen O'Connor and Allan, and
this would prove to be exactly
what the Stags needed. Allan,
who improved her play in the
second half, started the scoring
when she beat two defenders

Rick Thomson
Sports Editor
Colleen O'Connor
notched the game
winner against the
Hounds.
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and played a great ball past the
goalkeeper. O'Connor notched
the game winner, after a series of
outstanding passes by Fairfield.
Though they didn't play their
best game of the season, the Stags
were alone atop the MAAC once
the final whistle blew.
' 'We went into the game
knowing that a win would get us
the top seed (in the MAAC tournament)," Piechocki said. "I
don't think Loyola saw us at our
best, so that could be to our advantage down the road."
On Sunday, the Stags
headed up to Hamilton, New
York, to play a non-conference
match against Colgate University. In its prior match, Colgate
clinched the regular season title
in the Patriot League. Fairfield
had a great attitude going into
the game, as the long bus ride

apparently had no effect on the
team. The caliber of play was
much better in this match, and
the 1-0 score did not reflect the
amount of scoring opportunities that the Stags had. In the
40th minute, Sadowski kicked
a perfect corner, and it deflected
off Allan and into the net.
Fairfield is one of four
teams in the MAAC women's
soccer tournament. The squad
is scheduled to play Sienna on
Friday at Loyola, and the championship will be held on Sunday. If the Stags win these two
matches then they will have to
face the winner of the Northeast
Conference tournament, which
will probably be Central Connecticut or Monmouth. The
winner of this qualifier gains a
berth in the NCAA tournament.

Golf team chips away at
competition in Massachusetts
Matthew Payne
Staff Writer
The newly-crowned,
MAAC champion Fairfield University golf team rounded out
its fall season with two tournaments in October.
The first of the two
events was the Toski Invitational, held in Amherst, Massachusetts. The Stags were one of
26 teams participating in the
event, which was held on Oct.
5-6. Fairfield shot well in the
opening round with a 312, leaving them in ninth place heading
into the final 18 holes. Sophomore Craig Anzlovar and junior
Brian Shunk both shot five-over
par, 77, to boost the Stags in
round one, and only two strokes
behind them were juniors Patrick
Matthews and Kris Brown.
The Stags were unable
to retain a position in the top ten
after a solid first round of golf.
Fairfield hung in there behind
the consistent play of Matthews
and Anzlovar, but the rest of the
team did not fare as well.
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For
what
it's
worth
What a difference a
year makes

"Craig and Pat have
been consistent all year," head
coach Dan McCabe said. "They
both averaged around 76 all year.
But we really need the entire
team playing well all the time,
not just once in a while."
Matthews shot a team
best 76, finishing the weekend
with a total of 155. Anzlovar
tallied a 78 to add to his first
round 77 to finish at 155 as well.
Shunk and Brown shot 82 and
84 respectively, rounding out
the score card for the Stags.
Fairfield ended up in 12th place,
shooting a 36-hole team total of
632.
The New England
Championships, held in New
Seabury, Massachusetts last
Monday and Tuesday, was the
last tournament of the season
for the Stags. Fairfield anticipated finishing in a top ten position in the 46 team field, but it
was the New England powerhouses, the University of Rhode
Island and the University of Connecticut, that stole the show.
The Stags were right

where they wanted to be after
one round. They shot a total of
313 and were in 10th place.
Leading the way for Fairfield
was Anzlovar, who shot a 77
over the first 18 holes. Both
Matthews and freshman Chip
Ciconte were one stroke behind
Anzlovar with rounds of 78.
Fairfield slipped a bit
in the final round, shooting 320.
Their 14th place finish was
somewhat of a disappointment
for the last meet of the Fall, but
the MAAC champions have a
lot to look forward to in the
Spring and next year with a
young team returning. A highlight for the Stags was the impressive performance of
Anzlovar. He followed his opening round score of 77 with a 75,
placing him 16th among the 230
golfers in the tournament.
Ciconte, shot another 78, giving
him the second best score of the
weekend. Shunk shot a two
round total of 157, just one stroke
behind Ciconte and five strokes
behind Anzlovar.

Football fans from the tri-state area have been blessed with
the success of both the New York Giants and the New York Jets thus
far this season, as both teams are currently in first place in their
respective divisions. Over the past few years, a weekly diet of bad
execution and missed opportunities have left dejected fans saying
nothing more than "typical Giants" or "typical Jets" to describe the
ineptitude of their home town teams. But in 1997, those phrases are
now used to describe touchdowns and big defensive stands made by
the New York teams instead of their opponents.
In addition to the success of the Jets and the Giants, football
fans from the Fairfield area have seen a similar metamorphosis with
the Fairfield University football team. In its inaugural season,
Fairfield took the field with a team comprised primarily of freshmen
who not only had to adjust to playing football on a more competitive
level, but also to life away from home as first-year college students.
Fairfield finished 1-8 in 1996, with its lone victory coming against
lowly Iona in the final game of the season. The Stags lost seven
games by more than 20 points in 1996, as they struggled through what
could be described as a "typical" season for a first-year program.
But Fairfield's amazing improvement in just its second
year hardly seems typical. The freshmen are now sophomores, but
they look as if they have the experience of seniors. After a 21-14
victory over Canisius this past Saturday, the Stags are now 5-2
overall and 2-2 in the MAAC with just three games left to play.
While the fact that Fairfield has won five of its first seven
games is impressive, the manner in which the Stags have won these
games is even more impressive. Fairfield was completely dominant
in double-digit wins overLaSalle, St. John's, and Marist. The Stags
have also displayed the uncanny ability to overcome their own
mistakes. This past week against Canisius, for example, Fairfield
could have rolled over and played dead after a fumble on the Canisius
13 yard line was returned 87 yards for a Golden Griffins' touchdown
late in the first quarter. But that play was a distant memory a few
hours later, as Fairfield hopped on the bus back to North Benson
Road with a 21-14 victory.
"The secret of our success is the leadership and attitude of
the upperclassmen," second year head coach Kevin Kiesel said.
"Our sophomores have simply learned from playing at this level over
the past two years, and seem to mature more and more each game.
A play like that fumble return probably would have devastated us last
year, but this year, we have the maturity and confidence to overcome
our mistakes."
Maturity, no doubt, and a rigorous work ethic have carried
the Stags to a high level of competitiveness so quickly. Although it
is quite convenient for many people to stereotype Fairfield football
players as a bunch of "dumb jocks" that are bringing down the
academic standards of this school and sucking up valuable budget
dollars, such an assumption is not completely accurate. Since
Fairfield football is a Division I-AA program, there are no athletic
scholarships offered for players. That means that members of the
football team sacrifice just about every day from August to November simply because they want to play football. Each day begins with
team breakfast at 7:30 a.m., followed by classes, a few hours of
practice, homework, and then sleep. I feel that it takes a disciplined,
highly-motivated individual to stick to this regiment. Those players
that are able to show this dedication to both academic and athletic
excellence, whether it be football or any other sport, are certainly
worthy of being a part of the student body here at Fairfield and should
not automatically be characterized as intellectually inferior.
"We have a very disciplined code for our athletes. We like
to keep them busy," Kiesel said. "The same type of persistence and
dedication that will make you successful as a student at Fairfield will
make you successful as a college football player."
This Saturday, the Stags will close out their home schedule
with a night game against Siena before traveling to Iona and St.
Peter's for their final two games. And while the Giants and the Jets
still have eight games left to falter, the Stags have already proven
themselves to be winners by becoming competitive so quickly. So
don't be surprised if Fairfield comes out on Saturday night, makes
the big plays, and avenges last year's 45-7 loss to Siena. After all,
thats just "typical Stags" football.

